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The Rhode Island Historical Society has made an in
valuable contribution to the preparation of this report
through the assistance of its staff and library.

The city and the state Historical Preservation Com
mission are jointly sponsoring a comprehensive historical
survey of Providence. When complete, this planning study
will include an overview report on the city as a whole and
individual reports on historic neighborhoods. The recently
completed South Providence report was the first publica
tion produced through this cooperative effort; this Elmwood report is the second.

This report is published by the Rhode Island Histori
cal Preservation Commission as part of the program set
forth in Rhode Island’s "Historical Preservation Plan,"
first edition 1970. It is jointly sponsored and funded as
a planning tool by the Commission and the City of Provi
dence. Commission activities are supported by state and
local funds and by the Department of the Interior, I-len
tage Conservation and Recreation Service, under provisions
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. City
funding was provided through the Mayor’s Office of Com
munity Development.

This document is a copy of the original survey published in 1979.
It has not been corrected or updated.

Since the original publication:
>additional properties have been entered on the National Register;
>some financial incentives referred to in these pages are no longer available;
>some new financial incentives are available.

For up-to-date information, please contact:
RI Historical Preservation & Heritage Commission
150 Benefit St.
Providence, RI 02903
(401)222-2678
www.preservation.ri.gov
info@preservation.ri.gov

The Rhode Island Historical Preservation & Heritage Commission is your state
agency for historical preservation. The Commission identifies and protects historic
buildings, districts, landscapes, structures, and archaeological sites throughout the
State of Rhode Island.
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Mrs. George E. Downing
Chairman

Very sincerely,

The Commission believes that its effort, as repre
sented by this and its other reports, will further the
cause of historical
preservation in Rhode Island.
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With the publication of this report, the Commission
is well on its way to fulfilling
its responsibility
to
record the rich cultural resources of Rhode Island.
Ten
additional
reports are now being prepared; their comple
tion will contribute significantly
toward the achievement
of our goal of producing reports on all thirty-nine
cities and towns in the state.
Two reports have already
been published concerning Providence neighborhoods:
The West Side, Providence and South Providence in draft
form and scheduled to be printed are Smith Hill,
Providence, and Downtown Providence in addition an
overview or "broadbrush" report for the entire city,
Providence, Rhode Island will also be published.

This report provides an analysis of the historical
and architectural
growth of the Elmwood neighborhood of
Providence and recommends a preservation program which
should be incorporated into the city’s overall planning
effort.

It is with pleasure that I transmit herewith Elmwood,
Providence -- Statewide Historical Preservation Report
P-P-3, the thirteenth publication in the Statewide
Ilistorical
Preservation Report series.

Dear Governor Garrahy:

The Honorable J. Joseph Garrahy, Governor
State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations
State House
Providence, Rhode laland
02903

Providence, R. I. 02903
401 277-2678

HISTORICAL PRESERVATION COMMISSION
Old State House
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Dear Mayor Cianci:

The Honorable Vincent A.
Mayor
The City of Providence
25 Dorrance Street
Providence, Rhode Island

401 277-2678

HISTORICAL PRESERVATION COM
Old State House
150 Benefit Street
Providence, R. I. 02903

PATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVID

The Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission
was established in 1968 by an act of the General Assembly
to develop a state preservation program under the aegis
of the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, Heri
tage Conservation and Recreation Service, United States
Department of the Interior. Citizen members of the Com
mission are appointed by the Governor; serving as ex
officio members are the Director of the Department of
Economic Development, the Director of the Department
of Environmental Management, the Chief of the Division
of Statewide Planning, the State Building Code Commis
sioner, and the Chairmen of the House and Senate Finance
Committees of the General Assembly. The Director of the
Department of Community Affairs has been appointed by
the Governor as the State Historic Preservation Officer for
Rhode Island.
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The Historical Preservation Commission is charged
with the responsibilities of: conducting a statewide survey
of historic sites and places and, from the survey, recom
mending places of local, state, or national significance for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places; ad
ministering federal grants-in-aid to National Register prop
erties for acquisition or development; and developing a
state historic preservation plan. Additional duties include:
compiling and maintaining a State Register of Historic
Places; assisting state and municipal agencies in the area of
historic preservation, by undertaking special-project-review
studies; the certification of rehabilitation projects under the
Tax Reform Act of 1976; the review of federal, state, and
municipal projects which may affect cultural resources;
and regulating archeological exploration on state lands and
under waters of state jurisdiction.
The Rhode Island statewide historical survey, in
augurated in 1969, has been designed to locate, identify,
map, and report on buildings, sites, areas, and objects of
historical and architectural value. During the survey, con
sideration is given to the total environment of the area be
ing studied. In addition to outstanding structures and his
torical sites, buildings of all periods and styles, which con
stitute the fabric of a community, are recorded and evalu
ated.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This historical survey of a large section of south
western Providence, including Elmwood, West Elmwood,
and parts of the West End was undertaken for the city by
the Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission
with funds provided by the Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior,
the State of Rhode Island, and the Mayor’s Office of Com
munity Development. The long-range goal of the city and
Commission in helping to fund this survey has been to
undertake a project aimed at increasing awareness within
the survey area as well as the city at large of the signifi
cance and potential of these residential neighborhoods.
For this reason, the results of the survey are presented in
this publication, which will be distributed free of charge.
In addition, the Elmwood survey must be viewed in
a city-wide context. In cooperation with the Mayor’s Of
fice of Community Development, the Preservation Com
mission has embarked on a survey program designed to
document all of the city’s historic areas and scattered,
individual historic sites. Conducted over several years,
this project will expand the coverage already provided by
the landmark College Hill report first published in 1959,
and by the 1976 West Side and 1978 South Providence
reports published by the state Commision. The present
coordinated effort will eventually produce a publication
giving a summary overview on the entire city and, in addi
tion to this Elmwood report, other neighborhood surveys
on areas like Smith Hill and the downtown.
The Elmwood project was inaugurated in June, 1976.
The survey area’s northern and eastern boundaries corres
pond with the edges of the already completed West Side
and South Providence historical surveys; in several cases,
buildings on both sides of a major artery which forms the
divider between Elmwood and one of these sections were
investigated as part of the earlier project. Therefore, build
ings fronting on the south and west sides of Westminster,
Cranston, and Messer streets, for the most part surveyed
as part of the West Side, are not discussed in this reportnor, in general, are the structures on the west side of Broad
Street, which were investigated as part of the South Provi
dence project.

To accomplish the goals of the project, several steps
were necessary, including a field survey, historical research,
preparation of maps, and the final survey report. A stand
ard survey form, the "Historic Building Data Sheet," has
been prepared by the Historical Preservation Commission
for use throughout the state. This sheet includes both
historical and architectural information and a photograph
of each building or site. Historical information was ob
tained through the use of maps, street atlases, published
and unpublished histories, guidebooks, manuscripts, news
papers, periodicals, directories, and public records. In many
cases, deed research was necessary to establish dates of
structures. Data from the survey forms was ultimately
transferred to maps, to make information pertaining to
historic preservation readily available for planning pur
poses. For the Elmwood survey approximately three
thousand structures and sites have been surveyed and re
corded. A detailed explanation of the methodology, to
gether with a copy of the "Historic Building Data Sheet"
and a sample detail from a survey map, appears in Ap
pendix D.
Results of the survey and the report have been re
viewed at preliminary stages by city officials, local his
torians, knowledgeable area residents, and the members
and staff of the state Historical Preservation Commission.
Copies of the survey sheets and maps are available to neigh
borhood groups; city planners; and local, state, and federal
officials and agencies.
This report attempts to present a comprehensive his
tory of the Elmwood area, focusing on its physical growth
and the events which have been important contributors to
this development. Following this analysis are recommenda
tions for preservation planning and, in the appendices, an
explanation of the survey procedure and grants-in-aid pro
gram of the Historical Preservation Commission and an in
ventory of structures, sites, and monuments of particular
significance to the historic character of the area covered
in the report and of the city as a whole.
The objectives of this report are threefold: to pro
vide a planning tool for neighborhood preservation pro
grams; to serve as an academic and educational resource,
useful in the study of local and state history; and to stimu
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1 Map of Providence, showing the Elinwood survey area.
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2 Map of Rhode Island, showing the
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II.

PHYSICAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
SETTING

Located in the southwest corner of the city of Provi
dence, the Elmwood survey area is a large irregularly
shaped district containing the Elmwood section, includ
ing the West Elmwood neighborhood; two nearby sec
tions of Providence’s West End; and the Reservoir section
surrounding Mashapaug Pond.
The survey area is bounded on the east by Broad
Street, on the south by Interstate Route 95 and the city
line, and on the west by the city line and State Route 10.
The north boundary, extending between 1-95 and Route
10, follows Westminster, Cranston, and Messer streets.
Originally an agricultural adjunct of Providence,
Elmwood was part of Roger Williams’ Great Purchase of
1636. It became a section of Cranston when that town
was established in 1754. A rural district at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, the area slowly grew in popu
lation as a suburb of Providence and was annexed to the
city in 1868. The Street pattern of the area was established
by 1860. Derived from the system of colonial highwaysBroad Street, Elmwood-Reservoir-Pontiac avenues, Crans
ton Street, and Potters Avenue-it also reflects the vagaries
of early farm boundaries and the topography.
The Elmwood survey area is a nearly level plain,
pockmarked here and there with shallow dips. Much of the
land, especially in the southern end of Elmwood, was low
and swampy. Shallow ponds, of which Mashapaug is the
only survivor, formed the most significant features of the
landscape. The largest of these now vanished bodies of
water was Long Pond. Situated in the shallow hollow north
of Potters Avenue through which Dexter and Bucklin
streets now pass, Long Pond extended in serpentine form
from Cromwell Street south to Daboll. It was filled-in
about 1890. The smaller Duck Pond-which occupied the
greater part of the block bounded by Potters Avenue and
Salem, Waldo, Dexter, and Sherry streets in West Elmwood-was filled between 1882 and 1889. "Peat Swamp
Pond," located directly east of Elmwood Avenue between
Lenox Avenue and Sackett Street, disappeared in the
1920s. Benedict Pond, slightly smaller than Long Pond, lay

in a hollow south of Union Street and west of Cranston
Street inside the curve of the Amtrak main line. It was ob
literated in 1930.
The survey area consists of several sections. Elmwood
is a large wedge-shaped neighborhood embracing all the
territory between Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue south
to 1-95. Historically, the name refers to a much larger area
which includes the section between Elmwood Avenue and
Union Street, from the railroad tracks northward to about
Ford and Cromwell streets. That part of Elmwood west of
Dexter Street, the former site of Long Pond, is known his
torically as West Elmwood. Closely related to West Elmwood are two small pieces of the larger West Side which,
located nearby, fall within the survey area: the old West
End section north of Cromwell and Ford streets between
Elmwood Avenue-Broad Street and Cranston Street and the
area north of Union and west of Messer streets. The Reser
voir section which was not surveyed structure by struc
ture is located at the southwestern corner of the city,
south and west of the Amtrak main line, and surrounds
Mashapaug Pond.
Today Elmwood is primarily a racially mixed middleand working-class residential area containing pockets of
light industry and commercial development. Largely a
neighborhood of one- and two-family houses built be
tween 1865 and 1930, it was originally established as an
upper- and middle-class suburb. Its principal artery, Elmwood Avenue, once a fine residential street lined with
substantial houses, is now a heavily traveled commercial
strip. Elmwood’s western edge has become an industrial
zone. West Elmwood, on the other hand, has always been
a lower- and middle-income residential area of pre-1920,
two-family dwellings. Its most important thoroughfare,
Cranston Street, is a narrow, congested highway lined with
two- and three-family houses and presently under-utilized
commercial structures. The section of the survey area
west of Cranston Street, a homogeneous neighborhood of
two- and three-family dwellings, was built-up between 1890
and 1930. The majority of the West End, built-up between
1845 and 1900 as an industrial and working-class residential
district, is now badly deteriorated. Large tracts have been
razed to provide space for renewal projects such as the
Wiggin Village housing project and the Classical and Cen
tral High School complex. The Reservoir section, closely
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Settlement took place very slowly. The land was
sandy and dry, making it difficult to cultivate. As late as
the middle of the eighteenth century only a few other
farms existed in the area. The most prominent of them,
established in the 17 30s and 1740s by Joseph Williamsthe grandson of Roger Williams’ youngest son, Josephlay between Mashapaug Pond and Potters Avenue just

Settlement of the Elmwood-West End area probably
commenced shortly after the Indian uprising of 16751676 known as King Philip’s War. The earliest residents
established farms near Mashapaug Pond. This area was
known locally as Mashapaug into the nineteenth century.
Elmwood’s first settler was probably John Sayles 165417 27, the son of an early Providence settler of the same
name. His large farm, located a short distance south of
Potters Avenue, extended from Mashapaug Pond across
today’s Reservoir and Elmwood avenues eastward towards
Broad Street. Bought in 1711 by John Payne, the farm re
mained in the hands of the Paine family until 1798.

In 1636, Roger Williams and several others began the
settlement of Providence. Included in the large tract they
purchased from the Indians was the Elmwood section.
Providence’s earliest European settlers located along what
is now North and South Main Street on the East Side.
Across the large cove on the West Side the land was at first
held in common and used for grazing. By the middle of the
seventeenth century, however, much of the territory south
and west of the cove, including all of Elmwood, was already
privately owned.

Before English settlement, the Narragansett Indians,
part of the great Algonquin family of tribes whose range
extended from the Gulf of St. Lawrence southward to
Georgia, held most of Rhode Island west of Narragansett
Bay, south and southwest from Providence. A nomadic
people, they built temporary villages of domical wigwams
of poles covered with mats and hides. One such Narra
gansett village is said to have existed on the shore of Masha
paug Pond at the time of Roger Williams’ arrival.

EARLY SETfLEMENT

Ill. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Fig. 2: Section of thej. H. Cady map of Providence in 1750.

The first true road in the area, Broad Street, was
originally part of an Indian trail called the Pequot Path
which ran from Pawtucket to Westerly along the coast,
following more or less the route of today’s Post Road.
Improved as a cartway by the earliest settlers to link
Providence to its satellite village of Pawtuxet, it was long
known as the Pawtuxet Road. In 1717, a second highway,
now known as Cranston Street, was laid out from West
minster Street south to below Knightsville. In 1731, a
cartway leading to a handful of farms located around the
rich meadowlands southeast of Mashapaug Pond was re
aligned and extended. The resulting highway, following the
routes of Elmwood, Reservoir, and Pontiac avenues, be
came in time the "Greenwich road," or Middle Road to
East Greenwich. A "Cross road," today’s Potters Avenue,
connecting the other roads fanning out southward and
westward from the town center, was laid out in 1737.

west of Elmwood Avenue. These were probably little
more than subsistence farms, supporting the owner’s
family, but providing little surplus.
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COUNTRY FARMS AND SUBURBAN ESTATES,
1790-1845
Between the Revolution and about 1845, the Elmwood area underwent a transition from a generally selfsustaining rural section of Cranston to a suburb whose
residents and business activities were tightly bound to
Providence. This transformation came about as a result
of Providence’s rapid growth. In the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, the city expanded rapidly to
the south and west. The 1803 Daniel Anthony map shows
that the built-up part of the town then reached only as
far as Stewart Street, near present Interstate Route 95.
By 1823, however, when Providence had a population of
about 15,000, another Anthony map shows development
reaching out toward Trinity Square. This growth was the
result of the development of manufacturing and shipping
interests and of the opening of better land communication
with other cities over turnpikes. Typical of such privately
built toll roads was the New London Turnpike, opened in
1816, whose route followed the old Middle Road Elmwood and Reservoir avenues through Elmwood.
In the light of this burgeoning growth, vacant lands
near the city outskirts acquired new importance as sources
of agricultural produce for the expanding Providence popu
lation and as prime locations for suburban estates. With a
ready market for their produce, resident farm families
prospered. One of the farmhouses built during this period,
the large, two-story, flank-gable dwelling at 43 Calder
Street, is the oldest structure in Elmwood. This house,
now much altered and moved from its original location
on the south side of Potters Avenue between Dexter and
Plymouth streets, was probably built by Joseph Williams
shortly after 1782.
Despite the continuation of the old colonial pattern
of owner-operated farms, however, in the decades follow
ing the Revolution an ever growing share of the local real
estate was acquired by speculation-minded Providence
merchants, mariners, and professional people. They bought
up old farms, such as the Sayles-Paine farm near Masha
paug Pond, and established new ones on previously vacant
land, renting the property to tenant farmers. One early
tenant farmhouse-a narrow, two-story, Federal structure
probably built about 1814 by Providence merchant James

Fig. 3: Joseph Williams House c.
1783;

43
Calder Street.

Pig. 4: james stnoaes renant Fannncuse c. 1815; 137 Linwood
Avenue.
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Between 1832 and 1837, William Valentine, a selfmade man who had turned a Providence grocery into a
small commercial and industrial empire, resided in the
former Dyer summer house. In 1834, he and Gamalael
Gay of Lisbon, Connecticut, and John F. Dyer of Provi
dence bought part of the Dyer farm near Elmwood and

While Elmwood’s early nineteenth-century suburban
estates have long since been obliterated by later develop
ment, two houses remain. The hip-roof, Federal house at
165-169 Peace Street was built by Christopher Ellery
1768-1840 soon after his 1806 appointment as federal
Commissioner of Loans in Providence. Moved to its present
site about 1895, the structure was originally located on the
west side of Elmwood Avenue in line with Peace Street.
Another dwelling-once moved, twice extensively altered,
and now standing at 80 Plenty Street-was erected by
Benjamin Dyer as a summer house after his 1797 purchase
of the property between Elmwood Avenue and Broad
Street now crossed by Peace and Plenty streets. In 1817,
Dyer 1768-1831, a physician turned drug, chemical, and
dyestuff manufacturer and dealer, bought a second farm
located south and west of the Elmwood-Potters Avenue
intersection and experimented with the raising of silk
worms. He is said to have owned a silk suit made from their
production. Silk culture was a national mania from the
early years of the nineteenth century until 1844 when a
cold winter destroyed the last plantations of the not very
hardy mulberry trees whose leaves were the worms’ favor
ite food.

Fig. 5: Christopher Ellery House c. 1807; 165-169 Peace Street.

Elmwood in 1849, from the 1849 Cushing and Walling map of Providence, sho
Cranston Street and Anson Potter’s nursery on the west side of Broad Street.
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Such land-related businesses as the Dyer and Val
entine silk farms were a common feature of early nine
teenth-century Elmwood.
Nurseries offering fruit and
ornamental trees and shrubs began to appear in the 1830s.
Between 1832 and 1840, Anson H. and Ferdinand Potter
and Duty Greene established one on the land between
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Potters avenues and established the Valentine Silk Com
pany. The firm raised silkworms in a long, shedlike "co
coonery" on the grounds and manufactured silk cloth
in rented quarters in Providence. Gay, the principal owner,
went bankrupt in 1837, and the enterprise soon failed.

FROM SUBURB TO CITY NEIGHBORHOOD:
THE MAKING OF ELMWOOD, 1845-1945
The years from 1845 to 1945 form the major era
of Elmwood’s development. In this century-long period,
this thinly populated district on Cranston’s northern
periphery was slowly transformed into today’s densely
built-up Providence neighborhood. Most of the area’s
physical form-its streets, housing, and commercial and
institutional structures-date from these years.
Even the name "Elmwood" is a product of the
times. The term was first used by Joseph J. Cooke to
name a large farm he bought in southern Elmwood in
1843. It is said to have been Samuel S. Halliday, a min
ister and religious-tract dealer and newly settled resident,

who, about 1850, suggested calling the entire section
"Elmwood." By 1860 "Elmwood" referred to the area
bounded by the Providence line on the north, Broad
Street on the east, Cranston Street and Mashapaug Pond
on the west, and the Roger Williams Park area on the
south.
The history of Elmwood during its era of develop
ment may be divided into three periods: 1845-1868,
1868-19 10, and 1910-1945. The years from 1845 to 1868
saw the beginnings of urban development. During this
period, Elmwood’s road grid was laid down and, with the
beginning of settlement, its neighborhood character es
tablished. The beginning of development of what was still

at that time the northern section of Cranston, including
adjacent South Providence, was tied to the southward ex
pansion of Providence. By 1840 the city’s population had
risen to over 23,000. Ten years later it passed the 40,000
mark and, by 1860, 50,000. In the 1840s and 1850s the
built-up part of the city crept inexorably southwestward
along Broad, Cranston, and Westminster streets. By 1857
Broad Street as far as Pearl Street and the West End as far
south and west as Bridgham Street were thickly built up.
Development of Elmwood and the nearby part of the
West End, located a mile and more from the central busi
ness district, was promoted by the establishment of omni
bus lines in the 1850s. The Elmwood Omnibus Company,
organized in 1855 by several Elmwood developers, oper
ated a line of omnibuses horse-drawn coaches, running

Fig. 7: Residences on Adelaide Avenue; photograph, c. 1876.

from Market Square out Broad Street and Elmwood Ave
nue probably as far as Potters Avenue. By 1860 a Cranston
Street line, running from the Arcade out Broad and Sum
mer streets to Cranston Street, was also in operation. In
an age when few city dwellers possessed horses, public
transportation was the major means of traveling beyond
walking distance. Its establishment in this period paved the
way for future urban growth.
This first period ends in 1868, with the successful
conclusion of efforts to annex Elmwood and South Provi
dence-which had been part of Cranston since 1754-to
Providence. The movement to annex these areas, for years
tied to Providence economically and socially, began in
earnest in 1854. Cranston voters defeated this initial ef
fort but did vote to locate the town clerk’s office in Elmwood. By the 1860s, the rapid growth of Elmwood and
South Providence, particularly the burgeoning Irish popu
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Pig. 9: Commuter rush on Elmwood Avenue in 1936.
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lys along Elmwood Avenue near the turn-of-the-centuzy.
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Platting and Road History
Before the beginning of platting, Elmwood possessed
only a few roads: the old Pawtuxet road Broad Street,
the Middle or Greenwich road Elmwood Avenue from
Trinity to Columbus Square, and Reservoir Avenue south
ward from Columbus Square, the Knightsville road Crans
ton Street, and the Cross road Potters Avenue. Messer
Street was opened about 1800. The farms and estates which
adjoined these roads formed the basis of the nineteenth
century plats.
The platting history of Elmwood began as early as
1801, when Benjamin Dyer opened Peace and Plenty
streets and sold a number of forty-foot-wide lots along
them. It was in 1845, however, that the platting of streets
and lots began in earnest. In that year Daniel Field sub
divided the area between Elmwood Avenue and Harrison
Street from Sprague Street to the backs of the lots north
of Arch, including the southern half of Constitution and
Gilmore streets. By 1850, a number of other large sub
divisions had been made. In the 1850s, most of the re
maining farms in the area were subdivided; by 1860 the
street pattern as we know it today was largely in place.
The developers were commonly Providence business
men, merchants, and professional men who dabbled in real
estate as a side venture. These investors, having purchased
a farm, would have it laid out in a straightforward fashion
that would yield the maximum number of lots of forty- or
fifty-foot frontage. The lots were sold off as rapidly as
possible-and often sold and resold several times before a
buyer interested in putting up a house appeared. In general,
the developers took little interest in trying to control the
final character of their subdivisions.
A major exception to the common practice, however,
was the planning of that part of lower Elmwood between
Congress Avenue and Sackett Street. Its platting and subse
quent development, begun in 1854 as a cooperative ven
ture by Joseph J. Cooke and other owners, was carried out
with unusual forethought. Cooke and his partners followed
the grid pattern of east-west and north-south streets used
earlier in the platting of a small farm located roughly be
tween Hamilton, Broad, and Public streets and Lexington
Avenue. In 1857, Cooke platted the first part of a new Elm-
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Fig. 10: Elmwood in 1870; from the 1870 Beers Atlas of Rhode Island.
wood Avenue, running from the old Middle Road south
ward two blocks to Adelaide Avenue, and the following
year he extended it southward as far as Sackett Street. By
1872, it reached Roger Williams Park and beyond. Cooke
donated Elmwood Park-today’s Columbus Square-in
1864.
The owners of this part of lower Elmwood, particu
larly Cooke, had in mind the creation of a model subur
ban neighborhood. They platted unusually wide streets
and lined each with carefully nurtured shade trees. Cooke
used conditional deeds as an instrument of planning. Deeds
executed by him often contained the requirement that con
struction of a house costing no less than a specific figure
mentioned in the deed must be undertaken within five
years and, in addition, prescribed minimum setback re
quirements for house and outbuildings. These conditions
were designed to ensure the establishment of a quiet,
middle-class neighborhood. Development did not, however,
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Most of the streets in the large Chapin plat-west of
Cranston and Messer streets, from Hudson Street on the
north to Benedict on the south-which contained only a
few dozen homes in 1890, were also thickly developed
by 1930. Although Long Pond, occupying the lowlands
between Sprague and Daboll streets now crossed by Dexter
and Bucklin streets, was filled-in about 1890, the area’s
main development took place in the 1920s, when a com
mercial and industrial zone was established. By 1930, in the
Chapin plat and Long Pond areas, and in all of Elmwood,

Much of southern Elmwood was owned by J. J.
Cooke, whose high land prices and stringent deed restric
tions impeded settlement; by the time of his death in 1881
no more than two dozen homes had been built in his plat.
Under the management of Cooke’s less demanding heirs,
however, building activity thrived. By 1900, much of the
area from Congress to Lenox avenues was built up. By
1930, nearly all of southern Elmwood was thickly settled.

The section of Elmwood between Broad Street and
Elmwood Avenue began to grow about 1855. By 1900,
Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue were well built up. De
velopment of the side streets between them followed the
establishment of omnibus and horse-car lines. By 1910,
most of northern Elmwood was filled.

By 1890, most of the West End section was solidly
built up. The lower West Elmwood streets from Waldo to
Huntington Avenue were virtually completed by 1900.
Developmental activity along the blocks from Ford Street
to Linwood Avenue began about 1865 and was nearly
ended by about 1910.

By 1845, Elmwood was ripe for development; the be
ginnings of a building boom followed almost immediately
the start of platting. The first developments in the 18451865 period tended to take place in the West End section
between Elmwood Avenue and Cranston Street; the triangle
east of Elmwood Avenue, formed by Potters Avenue and
Public Street; and along side streets such as Wadsworth and
Benedict, off Potters Avenue between Dexter and Cranston
streets. By 1868, the Elmwood area probably contained
several hundred dwellings.

Physical Development

Street.

William

Butler Cottages c. 1865; 161 and 165 Stanwood

Southern end of Elmwood Avenue; photograph, c. 1913.
The proliferation of roadside billboards, a product of the
automobile age, was already underway.

In the early stages of Elmwood’s suburban develop
ment, when land was plentiful and, for the most part,
relatively inexpensive, single-family houses predominated.
In the 1850s and 1860s, many, such as the c. 1865 William
Butler cottages at 161 and 165 Stanwood Street, were
owned as rental property. Beginning about 1865, however,
the rapid growth of the city’s population and the increasing
cost of land made more intensive land use expedient. As a

only small areas of vacant land remained; most disappeared
by 1945.
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Population Growth and Diversity
The West Elmwood section and the remainder of
Elmwood were socially and culturally divergent neighbor
hoods in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
While West Elmwood has always been an ethnically and
racially complex section, the part of Elmwood between
Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue was for the most part
an ethnically homogeneous neighborhood in the early
years of its development. Although this eastern part of
Elmwood began to witness a small influx of people of
diverse background in the 1880s and 1890s, not until the
1920s did the area’s population become truly heterogene
ous in its ethnic make-up.
Native Yankees, the descendants of old New England
families, formed the largest ethnic group in the Elmwood
area in the second half of the nineteenth century. Although
the Yankee stock was pervasive in Elmwood into the twen
tieth century, from the first it was centered in the section
of Elmwood between Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue
and in the West End between Elmwood Avenue and Crans
ton Street. Elmwood’s Yankee residents were predominant
ly of the middle class. Many were carpenters, masons,
house painters, and others involved in the building trades;
jewelers and other craftsmen; and grocers and shopkeepers.
Those who were factory workers often held the most
skilled jobs.
However, as early as the 1850s, some of Providence’s
thoroughly Yankee commercial, financial, and industrial
upper class, abandoning the old residential streets in the
downtown because of the rapid commercial development
taking place there, were beginning to move out to the new
suburbs of South Providence, the West End, and Elmwood.
Lured by Elmwood Avenue’s upper-middle-class character,
established early in the nineteenth century and reinforced
by high land prices, several built homes in Elmwood in the
late 1850s. By 1890, the estates of upper-middle-class
Yankees virtually lined Elmwood Avenue from Trinity
Square to Columbus Square and Broad Street from Trini
ty Square to Public Street.
Between the Civil War and about 1910, upper-class
developments spread from Elmwood Avenue and Broad
Street into many of the side streets. Enclaves were es

tablished in Parkis Avenue and the sections of Mawney,
Daboll, and Burnett streets near Elmwood Avenue in the
late 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s, and in Princeton Avenue
and Whitmarsh Street, located nearby in upper Elmwood,
between 1885 and 1905. A third upper-class district, cen
tered on Adelaide Avenue and Melrose Street in J. J.
Cooke’s lower Elmwood subdivision, grew up between
1870 and 1910.

Fruit of the Loom labels used by
B. B. & R. Knight, Inc.; drawing,

Elmwood’s upper-class residents were typically
wholesalers and retailers; real-estate, commodity, and
investment brokers; insurance agents; professional and
managerial people; and building contractors. Many of the
most prominent were industrialists. In the 1880s and
1890s, Elmwood became the home of numerous jewelry
and gold-and-silver-products manufacturers. Adelaide Ave
nue alone contained the residences of six manufacturing
jewelers, two gold-and-silver refiners, and one silverware
manufacturer. George Wilkinson, general superintendent
of Gorham, lived at 153 Ontario Street.

Fig. 14:
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Fig. 17:

Fig. 15:

1877; formerly at 533-

541 Elmwood Avenue; postcard view, 1906; destroyed
by fire, 1919.

George H. Slade Mansion c.

Robert Knight Mansion 1863; formerly at 297 Elmwood Avenue; demolished.

Fig. 18:

Fig. 16:

Grace Church Cemetery Lodge; detail from photograph
of Trinity Squre, c. 1896.

William V. Daboll House 1872-1873; formerly at 315
Elmwood Avenue; demolished.
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teenth-century funerary architecture, Grace Church Ceme
tery remains one of Elmwood’s foremost visual assets.
Locust Grove Cemetery, at the intersection of Elmwood and Potters avenues, was established in 1848 by
Amos D. and James Y. Smith, William V. Daboll, and other
Elmwood real-estate speculators. The cemetery, though
laid out on a grid pattern, was designed to be rustic. The
grounds were extensively planted with shrubs and surround
ed by a hedge. Perhaps because of its plebeian origin as
a thinly disguised commercial venture and its lack of church
affiliation, Locust Grove never acquired the status of Grace
Church Cemetery. In the late nineteenth century, sales of
plots lagged, maintenance declined, and the grounds and
plantings took on a wild and unpruned aspect. Long neg
lected and now virtually bereft of its plantings, Locust
Grove Cemetery is nevertheless significant today as a parklike oasis in the center of a densely built-up neighborhood.

Elmwood Christian Church, now First Presbyterian
Church 1914-1915; 353 Elmwood Avenue.

The most tangible embodiment of Elmwood’s Yankee
community, its Protestant churches, were also for the most
part located along arld near Elmwood Avenue. The earlier
Yanitee residents in the area attended services downtown or
in South Providence, where a number of churches already
existed by 1850. The first Protestant church here, Elm-
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Fig. 20: Sanctuary of Calvazy Baptist Church 1905-1907; 743 Broad Street.
wood Congregational, was formally constituted in 1851.
In 1912, the congregation merged with the Broad Street
Christian Church to form the Elmwood Christian Church.
This united church constructed a new structure at 353 Elmwood Avenue-on the site of the former Congregational
building-in 1914-1915. A second Protestant church,
Trinity Methodist, was founded in 1859. In 1864-1865, the
present Gothic-style, brick structure-a local landmark and
key visual element in the Trinity Square area-was built at
the intersection of Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue.
Other Protestant groups were established in the area
after 1870; by the early twentieth century, Yankee Elmwood was well provided with churches. Several of the most
distinguished of the church buildings which Protestant Elmwood constructed in these years have survived. The yellowbrick Calvary Baptist Church complex at 747 Broad Street
was built between 1897 and 1907; the 1905-1907 church

postcard view, c. 1906.

Ehnwood Club c. 1875-1882; 344 Elmwood Avenue;
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Although Providence’s Germanic population was
concentrated in South Providence, Germans were to be

The year 1910 also marks the beginning of Elmwood’s decline as a Yankee neighborhood. By this time,
Elmwood’s upper-class sections were largely built U
the presence of previously existing middle-class develop
ments surrounding them and the proliferation of twoand three-family houses on the new southern Elmwood
streets precluded the establishment of new upper-class
areas. Moreover, while the new developments swelled
Elmwood’s population, growth even of the middle-in
come Yankee element no longer kept pace with that of
other groups, such as the Irish, Germans, Jews, and Swedes.
Although most of Elmwood’s Yankees preferred to stay on
in the neighborhood, few of their children followed in
their footsteps. The decline of the Yankee community
took place slowly and almost imperceptibly as old resi
dents died and their children moved to the suburbs. The
pattern was well under way by 1945.

which many prominent Elmwood businessmen held mem
bership. The double house at 344 Elmwood Avenue which
became their clubhouse in 1890 contained bowling alleys,
billiard and card rooms, parlors, a library, and a "dancing
parlor." It served as the social center for upper-class,
Yankee Elmwood until 1910.

Fig. 21:

St. Paul’s German Evangelical Lutheran Church 1899;
formerly at Union Street at Huntington Avenue; photo
graph, c. 1935; demolished.

In the 1880s, Providence’s Germans and others es

To serve the city’s widely scattered German resi
dents, a church was founded in 1866. In 1899, Saint
Paul’s German Evangelical Lutheran Church, the out
growth of the dormant 1866 body, erected a clapboard
and shingle, Gothic-style church, designed by the local
firm of Angell & Swift, at Union Street and Huntington
Avenue. The congregation maintained German-language
services until about 1930, and dropped the word "German"
from its name only in 1932. Saint Paul’s constructed its
present building at 445 Elmwood Avenue in 1938-1939.

found in all parts of the city as well as suburban areas
such as the Edgewood section of Cranston. In -the 1880s
and 1890s, Elmwood and West Elmwood became the home
of a number of Germans. One of the first to reside in the
area was Valentin Gernershausen, an engraver, who moved
into 25-27 Adelaide Avenue about 1884. Like Gerners
hausen, Elmwood’s Germans were, for the most part,
skilled artisans, often working in the city’s jewelry shops.
The opening of the Gorham Elmwood plant about 1890
was a major impetus to the growth of the German popu
lation in the area. Many of the skilled craftsmen Gorham
employed, including a number of Germans such as the
modeler A. Herman Staf who moved to Lenox Avenue
about 1902, lived in lower Elmwood and West Elmwood.
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The Wiesels and many other prosperous Jews were
important to the twentieth-century transformation of Elmwood because of their extensive real-estate investments. In
the 1920s, Nathan, Harry, and Morris Wiesel built and
owned the store structures at 181-A, 187, 193, 334-342,
511, 597-609, and 600-604 Elmwood Avenue.

after 1920 represented the full range of occupations, many
were merchants and grocers. Typical of the successful
Jewish merchant families were the Wiesels. Nathan Wiesel
came to Providence about 1895 and first lived on Willard
Avenue in South Providence. Originally a peddler, he was
able to open a grocery at the corner of Potters Avenue and
Niagara Street about 1906. In 1920 he established a variety
store at 515 Elmwood Avenue. Nathan’s sons, Morris and
Harry, opened the Blackstone Pharmacy at 187 Elmwood
Avenue about 1922.
Broad and Bucklin streets, West Elmwood was from the
first an ethnically and racially mixed neighborhood. A con
siderable Yankee population existed in the area, especially
along the upper West Elmwood streets, into the twentieth
century. A small Black community was established by
1870. By 1890, numbers of Germans and French Canadians
were settled. In the early twentieth century, these groups
were joined by small numbers of Italians, Jews, and Ar
menians. It was the Irish, however, who dominated life in
West Elmwood from 1845 to 1945.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, West
Elmwood’s Irish, in common with the Irish city-wide, were
low on the economic ladder. Often poorly educated and
lacking marketable work skills, they obtained the least de
sirable menial and unskilled jobs. Some of the more for-

The Irish began to settle in Elmwood and West Elmwood in the 185 Os. While high land prices for the most part
kept them out of upper West Elmwood and the section of
Elmwood east of Long Pond, low prices in the four George
W. Crocker and two Elmwood Nursery plats along Potters
Avenue encouraged their settlement in that area. By 1870,
lower West Elmwood from Waldo Street to Huntington
Avenue and south along the west side of Mashapaug Pond,
and from Madison to Cranston Street, was a predominant
ly Irish neighborhood.

Providence’s Irish community, established in the early
nineteenth century, remained very small as late as 1830.
By 1839, however, it was thought to comprise two-thirds
of Providence’s 1,700 Roman Catholic residents and, four
years later, two-thirds of the city’s estimated 2,000-2,400
Catholics. The 1840s and 1850s saw the beginnings of
Irish neighborhoods in the West End near Olneyville and
in the Prairie Avenue-Robinson Street area of South Provi
dence.

Even before 1800, Irish immigrants began to arrive
in America. But the great wave of Irish immigration took
place between 1830 and 1870. In those years, religious
persecution and poverty, hunger and disease, intensified
in the late 1840s by the blight-caused failure of the potato
crop which formed the basis of the Irish diet, drove hun
dreds of thousands of Irish from their homeland to Ameri
ca.

In the 1910s, no synagogue existed in Elmwood
and local Jews worshipped either at the Moderate Reform
Temple Beth-El, built at Broad and Glenham streets in
1910, or at one of the many Orthodox synagogues on Wil
lard Avenue in South Providence. In the Teens, however,
many second-generation, middle-class Jews, seeking a
middle ground between the Orthodox and Moderate
Reform positions, found the answer in Conservative Juda
ism. Conservative services were held in South Providence
for a short time in 1914, and in 1921 Providence’s first
Conservative congregation, Temple Beth-Israel, was es
tablished. The congregation purchased the unused Turne
Verein Hall at Niagara Street and Atlantic Avenue. The
building was reopened as a synagogue in 1922 after alter
ations planned by local architect Harry Marshak and
served until its destruction by fire in 1941. A new temple
was built on the same site soon thereafter.
Elmwood’s Jewish neighborhood was a part of a
larger community which spanned South Providence and
Washington Park as well. Growth of the Jewish population
in southern Elmwood between Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue continued from before 1920 to about 1950,
when the last housing to be built in the area was com
pleted. In 1951, southern Elmwood contained the homes
of 1,850 Jews.
Unlike the affluent section of Elmwood between
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Romanesque" structure located on Potters Avenue next
door to the present church, was erected. Father McClune
served the new parish from its inception in 1871 until
1888.
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In the 1910-1930 -period the church, like many
parishes in Providence, undertook an ambitious building
program. In 1910-19 12, an imposing, Gothic-style, yellow
brick church was erected beside the old sanctuary. An area
landmark and symbol of Irish West Elmwood, it is the
finest structure in West Elmwood. The old church was
turned into a church hail and survived until the early
1970s. The Assumption parish school at 626 Potters
Avenue and a convent at 528 Dexter Street for the Sisters

In the years after the founding of the Church of the
Assumption, the West Elmwood and South Providence
Irish spread slowly into the developing Chapin plat west
of Cranston Street and the surrounding, predominantly
Yankee streets of upper West Elmwood and Elmwood;
after 1900 they were present in considerable numbers
throughout the area on all but the most upper-class of
Elmwood’s streets. The Irish, who throughout the area’s
century-long period of development formed the back
bone of West Elmwood’s population, probably were the
largest ethnic group in Elmwood in 1945.

Fig. 25: Church of the Assumption 1910-1912; 805-807 Potters
Avenue.

Fig. 24:

Church of the Assumption 1870-1871; formerly at
805-807 Potters Avenue; drawing, c. 1893; demolished.
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flats block at 742-752 Potters Avenue. Octave Bouchard’s
own 1894 Queen Anne residence, one of the finest homes
in West Elmwood, survives at 162 Linwood Avenue. Eusebe
Bouchard built the house at 172 Linwood Avenue in 1895,
and Damase built 164 Linwood Avenue c. 1905.
Residential Architecture
Elmwood’s housing stock dates almost exclusively
from the 1845-1945 period. Urban housing, designed with
the limitations of the city lot generally about forty by
eighty feet ever in mind, it nevertheless reflects a broad
range of contemporary architectural types and styles in
use throughout Rhode Island and eastern America.

Single-Family Housing
The single-family dwelling was the first house type to
appear in Elmwood. With its connotation of suburban
spaciousness, it remained popular in Elmwood nearly to the
end of the era of development. Many of the earlier singlefamily dwellings were unpretentious structures which re
flected traditional house types and architectural tastes.
Some of the earliest, such as the 1840s house at 121 Wil
low Street, constructed with narrow, gabled flanks and a
broad front facing the street, retained the flank-gable
format commonly adopted for country farmhouses since
the seventeenth century. More common, however, are oneor one-and-a-half-story, end-gable houses-structures built
with the front entry in one of the narrow, gabled ends
facing the road. This end-gable house type was well adapted
for use in narrow city lots. Many of the early end-gable
cottages of Elmwood and the West End are small-scale
imitations of the portico-fronted, Classical Revival and
Greek Revival mansions in vogue in America between
about 1820 and 1850. Typically, they are modest struc
tures, such as the c. 1851 Hod House at 192 Stanwood
Street, in which cornices with returns and plain, wideboard-framed entrances provide the only suggestion of
classical styling.
While the great majority of houses in Elmwood
and the West End before 1865 were modest and plaintrimmed, flank- and end-gable structures, a few more pre
tentious dwellings began to appear in the late 1850s and

Fig. 27:
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Fig. 29:

Octave Bouchard House

Fig. 28: William H. Hod House c. 1851; 192 Stanwood Street.
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early 1860s. This handful of structures heralded the arrival
of the Victorian styles of architecture. Named for England’s
Queen Victoria, whose long reign coincided with the height
of their popularity, the Victorian styles dominated the
architecture of the English-speaking world and persisted
until 1900. This period saw the rejection of the standards

Charles F. Phillips House c. 1857; 539 Potters Avenue.

Fig. 31:
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Butts-Davis Mansion c. 1860; formerly at 194 Elmwood
Avenue; demolished, c. 1912.

Fig. 30

Fig. 33:

Gothic Cottage
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146 Peace Street.
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inexpensive bracketed ornament that became available
on a mass-produced basis in the latter part of the nine
teenth century.
The domestic phase of the Gothic Revival, despite
its nationwide popularity
the 1840-1865 period, made
in
little impact upon Elmwood.
However, Elmwood did
possess a major Gothic monument in the much battered
structure which stood at 243 Elmwood Avenue until June,
1978. Built in the mid-1840s and moved to its present lo
cation in 1871 from a site downtown, it was notable as
one of a very few Gothic villas in the Providence area.
Other, more modest Gothic cottages which remain in the
area are the 1860 Grace Church Cemetery lodge and the
1850s house at 146 Peace Street.

Miles B. Lawson Octagon c. 1856; 669 Public

Street.

A phenomenon especially of the 1850s was the
octagonal house. The inspiration for its sudden popularity
was the publication in 1848 by the New Yorker Orson
S. Fowler of A Home for All. In it he advocated the octa
gon as a most efficient and economical house form in that
it provided more floor space per wall length than even a
square or rectangular house. The book touched off a shortlived craze for polygonal houses throughout the country.
Providence possessed no less than seven octagonal homes,
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Fig. 35:

Louis H. Comstock House c. 1869; 47 Parkis Avenue.

more than any other American town is known to have
had. Of the four remaining, the Elmwood area has three:
the 1855 Dix House at 36 Crescent Street, the c. 1856
Lawson House at 669 Public Street, and the c. 1857 Field
House at 63 Elmwood Avenue. Plain-trimmed structures
whose exteriors were originally designed in the Italianate
style, they constitute a unique survival.
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Domestic architecture in Elmwood and the West
End between 1865 and 1900 forms a catalogue of Late
Victorian architectural tastes. Characteristic of the larger
Elmwood houses of the late 1860s and 1870s was the use
of the mansard roof, a roof with two slopes, the lower
generally much steeper than the upper. This roof type,
named for the seventeenth-century French architect who
popularized it,
became a hallmark of architecture in
France’s Second Empire period in the mid-nineteenth
century. It came to America about 1850 and quickly gained
wide acceptance because of the additional space it allowed.
In Elmwood, the finest mansard homes were concentrated
along Elmwood and Parkis avenues and Burnett and Maw
ney streets.
Many of Providence’s earliest mansard-roofed houses
are, except for their steep roofs, typical Italianate or
Italianate-bracketed structures. The c. 1869 L. H. Cornstock House at 47 Parkis Avenue is one of the finest of
these mansard-roofed Italianate residences. In the mansard

Charles E. Hancock House c. 1892; 239 Adelaide Avenue.
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House at 315 Elmwood Avenue, has been demolished,
but two excellent structures have survived: the c. 1875
Vaileau House at 130 Moore Street and the c. 1879 Daboll
House at 172 Daboll Street. Both have typical, Swiss-

Fig. 40:

Joseph G. Birch House c. 1885; 49 Princeton Avenue.

Fig. 3&

the 185 Os and 1860s, wider acceptance of Swiss styling
came only in the late 1860s and 1870s with its adaptation
to more typical house forms. Elmwood’s earliest and most
pretentious Swiss dwelling, the c. 1873 William V. Daboll

Samuel A. 0th House c. 1896; 203 Adelaide Avenue.

Fig. 39:

Daboll House c. 1879; 172 Daboll Street.
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windows. The c. 1896 Samuel A. Otis House at 203 Ade
laide Avenue, the c. 1900 Edmund D. Chesebro House at
421 Elmwood Avenue, and many other later Queen Anne
structures also possess turreted corner towers. Elmwood’s
most notable Queen Anne-Colonial Revival dwellings are
to be found on Adelaide and Princeton avenues and Melrose and Whitmarsh streets.
More typical of Elmwood’s Queen Anne residences
than these large and elaborate structures, however, are
the modest, one-and-a-half-story, clapboard houses with
shingled gables and, sometimes, a spindle-work porch.
The c. 1895 structures at 81 Congress Avenue and 112
Emerson Street exemplify the more common Ehnwood
single-family houses of the period.
Just before 1900, the mature Colonial Revival house,
in which the proportions and detailing more faithfully re
flect early American prototypes, arrived on the scene. The
Webster Knight mansion at 118 Princeton Avenue, the first
full-blown Colonial Revival dwelling in Elmwood, was built
c. 1897. A gambrel-roofed, center-entrance structure pat
terned after the finest mid-eighteenth-century New England
houses, it presents a lavish display of Georgian and Federal
decoration on the exterior, while paying homage to Colonial
models in its central-hall-plan interior arrangement and
double-flight staircase. Designed probably by Angell &
Swift, one of the city’s leading architectural firms, the
Webster Knight House is one of the earliest and finest
Colonial Revival homes in Providence. Other pretentious
Colonial Revival dwellings, such as the c. 1908 Chase
House at 183 Lexington Avenue or the c. 1911 Hussey
House at 179 Ontario Street, were erected in Elmwood
into the 1910s.
Another product of the movement toward directness
and simplicity in plan and decoration which appeared at the
turn of the century was astylar houses in which the roof
pitches were lessened, wings and gables and other exten
sions of the basic form kept to a minimum, and unneces
sary ornamentation avoided. The earliest of these simple
and direct houses in Elmwood, the c. 1905 brick and
stucco-walled Smith-Malmstead House at 77 Princeton
Avenue, has an exterior that is suggestive of some of the
Midwest houses designed by some of Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Contemporaries.

Fig. 41:

Fig. 42:

Edmund I. Cheseboro House c. 1900; 421 Elmwood
Avenue; photograph, c. 1904.

Edwfti 0. Chase House c. 1908; 183 Lexington Avenue.

Between 1910 and 1930, this interest in straightfor
ward planning and restrained decoration manifested itself
in the bungalow. Bungalows-modest and unpretentious,
one-story dwellings with shingled or stuccoed wall surfaces
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Fig. 47: C. Albert Johnson House c. 1914; 131 Warrington Street.

Fig. 50: Harry Goldenburg House c. 1939; 169 Sumter Street.
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one of the most common house types throughout Provi
dence in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
down to the beginning of the Great Depression. In Elmwood and the West End these houses began to appear in
the 1850s. The typical two-family house built between
1850 and 1880 or 1885 is a two-story, end-gable, clapboard
structure, built on a side-hall plan with a single front en
trance giving access to a single, common stair hall.
The West End’s surviving 1850s end-gable, twofamily houses are flat-fronted, plain-trimmed, Greek Re
vival-inspired buildings. The pair at 38 and 39 Gilmore
Street are typical of them. By the mid-1860s, however,
dwellings with bracketed cornices, entrances displaying
hoods supported by heavy, ornate brackets, and bay
windows projecting from both stories of the facade became
the standard form. Typical of the many structures erected
in Providence between 1865 and 1885 is the c. 1873
structure at 71 Burnett Street. Although never as popular
as the less expensive end-gable dwellings, mansard-roofed,
Second Empire, two-family houses, such as 59 Burnett
Street, were constructed from the late 1860s into the
188 Os.
In the 188Os and 1890s, major changes were made in
the two-family house form. By 1890, separate entrances for
the two units had largely replaced the old common hall,
and two-entrance, side-hall-plan structures, as exemplified
by 101-103 and 105-107 Wadsworth Street, began to ap
pear for the first time. Often, one- or two-story front
porches appeared. More steeply pitched cross-gable roofs
replaced the simple, end-gable roofs of earlier days.
By 1890, transformations in the house form were
matched by basic changes in decoration, as Queen Anne
replaced bracketed trim. Queen Anne dwellings exhibit
great variety in their fenestration and detailing. Usually
constructed with dapboarded first stories and shingled
upper stories, they often possess elaborate turned-post
porches, sometimes, as in 171-173 Hanover Street, high
lighted by a delicate, valance-like, spindle-work band
across the top. Many are characterized by robust, sculptural
gable treatments. In the c. 1887 Prince A. Potter House at
15-17 Burnett Street, one of Elmwood’s earlier and finer
Queen Anne two-family houses, the lofty front and side
gables are ornamented with applied sunburst-pattern wood-

work. The structures at 21-2 3 and 25-27 Adelaide Avenue,
built between 1884 and 1892, have triangular, pargeted
gables decorated with naturalistic forms.

and Edward Stanley House
c. 1873; 71 Burnett Street.

Fig. 52: Fred J. Marcy House c. 1885; 59
Burnett Street.
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Fig. 55: Samuel Strauss House c. 1921; 1214 Atlantic Avenue.

Three-deckers three-story, three-family structures
planned along the lines of two-family houses, with separate
entrance halls for the first floor and upper stories first ap
peared in Providence about 1890 and in Elmwood about
1900. Typical examples are at 11-13 Moore Street c. 1905
and 12-14 Atlantic Avenue c. 1921. Construction of
three-deckers, however, was not common in relatively un
congested Elmwood.

By 1920, however, while this type remained popular,
changes in the basic form and style began to appear. Char
acteristic of the 1920s was the introduction of the sun
room, a glassed-in alcove-extension of the living room, as in
90-92 Sackett Street and 110-112 Moore Street. At the
same time the aesthetic of simplification at work in singlefamily house design came into play here as well. The low
hip roof became the almost invariable rule. Window units
became increasingly numerous and wide. What little orna
ment as was still present consisted commonly of stock
Colonial Revival trim.

treatments disappeared and the Queen Anne porch, with its
turned supports and spindle-work, gave way to reserved
porches with thin classical columns, usually of the Tuscan
order. A typical 1900s and 1910s structure is the c. 1905
house at 594-596 Public Street.

56:

The Whitemarsh

1913; 86 Whitmarsh Street.

The Teens saw the advent of the apartment house.
While a few tenement houses had appeared along Cranston
Street and Potters Avenue in the 1880s and 1890s, middleand upper-middle-income families began to accept apart
ment living only as a result of the increasing cost of singlefamily houses and the scarcity of domestic help about the
time of World War I. Providence’s first large apartment
house, the eight-story Minden at 123 Waterman Street on
the East Side, was erected in 1912. The Whitmarsh at 86
Whitmarsh Street, built in 1913, is the earliest large apart
ment house in Elmwood. It is a brick and stucco, Tudorstyle structure, with short arms flanking the ends of a broad
courtyard. Other apartment houses built in the 1910s and
1920s, such as the four-story, U-shaped, c. 1928 Stephens
Apartments at 315 Elmwood Avenue, reflected Georgian
styling.

Apartment Houses
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The gradual population rise and consequent growth
of the local market, however, led to the development of
more specialized businesses such as dry-goods stores,
pharmacies, fish markets, and coal and hay businesses. At
557 Public Street is the structure Alfred Barth erected
c. 1894 to house his pharmacy, and at 690 Public Street
is the c. 1886 building which contained Clarence Redding’s
fish market and Jacob Redding’s hay and grain business.
By 1900 the section of Elmwood Avenue between Public
Street and Potters Avenue and the area near the corner
of Potters Avenue and Cranston Street was lined with
stores.

tinued to proliferate throughout Elmwood in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Fig. 57: Elmwood Avenue-Public Street intersection; photograph, April, 1936. Building at right, now demolished, was erected in 1854
as Elmwood’s first schoolhouse. 1897 Knights of Pythias Hall building center is still standing.
in the years after 1845 that the beginnings of commercial
development took place. One of Elmwood’s earliest com
mercial establishments was the short-lived Elmwood Bank,
which in 1854 erected a brick building at 373 Elmwood
Avenue next to the Cranston town clerk’s office. The bank,
established by William V. Daboll and others in May, 1854,
closed in 1865.
With the exception of the bank, Elmwood’s early
commercial development consisted almost entirely of small
neighborhood groceries. By 1875 a number were estab
lished near the Elmwood Avenue-Public Street and Crans
ton Street-Potters Avenue intersections. These small
groceries, made necessary by the realities of home food
storage and preparation in the pre-refrigeration era, con-
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Fig.

60:

Elmwood Avenue north of Daboll Street following its reconstruction in 1936; photograph, c. 1937.
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ture with a glassed-in front section, it was typical of the
larger Elmwood Avenue showrooms. In the late teens,
the first filling stations appeared. Their numbers swelled
rapidly in the 1920s. A lone survivor of these early filling
stations is the much altered Colonial Revival structure
which the Beacon Oil Company built at 19 Elmwood
Avenue in 1930.
In the 192 Os, the commercial block, previously
a rare intrusion, became a common fixture along Elmwood Avenue. Typically it is a one-story, flat-roof, utili
tarian, brick structure with large plate-glass windows and,
often, when the building has a corner location, an angled
corner doorway. One of the best preserved is the c. 1928
block at 5 97-609 Elmwood Avenue.
The redevelopment of Elmwood Avenue between
1910 and 1930 led to the avenue’s final decline as an upperclass residential street. Many of Elmwood Avenue’s finest
homes, such as the Daboll mansion, were demolished;
others were converted into apartment or rooming houses.
The Potter-Downes House at 480 Elmwood Avenue, for
example, was made over as a rooming house about 1910.
Still others became funeral homes. The Carpenter-Jenks
Funeral Home at 131 Elmwood Avenue was established
in 1914 and the Olson-MacKenzie Funeral Home at 638
Elmwood Avenue opened about 1924. By 1930, the Elmwood Avenue streetscape of today was largely in place.
Commercial growth since then has served to reinforce,
rather than redefine, the character of this early twentiethcentury strip development.

Elmwood’s earliest industry was the ice industry.
The business of cutting, storing, and selling ice from the
local ponds for refrigeration purposes thrived in the nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries. The pioneer in the
local ice business was Earl Carpenter 1794-1863. About
1820, he began the manufacture and sale of spruce beer,
which required a steady supply of ice. In 1822, Carpenter
built an icehouse on Benedict Pond, and in 1849 he erected
a series of them at the north end of Mashapaug Pond.
Carpenter’s Mashapaug houses are said to have been among
the first in which steam power was used to operate a con
veyor belt which carried the blocks of ice up from the
Fig. 62:
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Fig. 64:

Gorham Manufacturing Company complex 1889-1890, 333 Adelaide Avenue; drawing, c. 1893. As the company i
the Gorham complex presented a picturesque view to the passing railroad traveler.

pond. In Elmwood, other icehouses were established by
the Potters on Mashapaug Pond about 1848 and by Robert
Knight and others somewhat later on Long Pond. The annu
al harvest of ice from Mashapaug, Benedict, and other local
ponds continued until about 1920, when the more effi
cient, year-round production of ice in ice-making plants
finally led to its abandonment.
In the Elmwood-West End area, heavy industry first
made its appearance in the West End section between Broad
and Cranston streets. By 1849 the New England Butt Com
pany established a small factory in the block bounded by
Pearl, Perkins, and Rice streets. In 1865, the company built
several new structures, including the brick buildings on
Pearl and Perkins streets. Other early structures in this in
dustrial area include the early 1860s monitor-roofed gun
manufactory which Winsor and Brown built at 63 Central
Street and the Romanesque-style, storage warehouse at
49-5 9 Central Street, built for Orrin E. Jones and designed
by Gould, Angell and Swift. Begun in 1896 as one of the
first modern storage facilities in Providence, a six-story
fireproof addition in the same style replaced the threestory building shown in the photograph below.

Fig. 65: Otrin E. Jones Storage Warehouses 1860a, 1895-1896,
49-63 Central Street; photograph, 1896, showing the
Brown gun manufactory on the left.
former Winsor and

In the 1860s the lowlands near Long Pond became a
center of industrial activity in the Elmwood-West End sec
tion. At the south end of the pond, on Dexter Street be
tween Mawney and Daboll, is a large complex of stone and
brick structures begun in 1866 as the Elmwood Cotton
Mills and largely completed between 1900 and 1908 by
Elmwood Mills, a shoelace and braid manufacturer. The
north end of the pond was heavily industrialized between
1860 and 1875 with the erection of a Providence Gas Com
pany gasometer at 42 Westfield Street and a factory com
plex in the block between Cromwell and Sprague streets
for several iron-products firms owned by A. & W. Sprague,
the nineteenth-century Rhode Island industrial colossus.
Its last remnant is the c. 1869 Sprague Mowing Machine
Company building at 55-69 Sprague Street. Most of the
Sprague complex was replaced in the mid-1880s by the
Mechanical Fabric Company’s brick buildings at 40, 50,
and 68 Sprague Street. The firm manufactured rubber
card cloth, rubber thread, and bicycle tires. In the same
area in the late 1880s and early 1890s, Charles H. Perkins
built several structures designed for muFi-firm use, includ
ing the 1892 Ada Building at 85 Sprague Street.
Providence has always been the center of the nation’s
costume-jewelry industry. The business began to develop
in the first decades of the nineteenth century and was con
centrated for the most part along North Main Street. By
the 185Os, the- shops had begun to relocate farther to the
west, to the downtown area and nearby South Providence;
in the late nineteenth century, several jewelry and precious
metals firms located in Elmwood. The most prominent was
and is Gorham, the internationally known silversmithing
firm. Now part of the Providence-based Textron con
glomerate, Gorham was founded in 1817 by Jabez Gorham.
In 1889-1890, Gorham’s old plant on North Main Street
became outgrown and the company constructed a new
complex on Adelaide Avenue overlooking Mashapaug
Pond. The new Gorham plant presented a handsome,
somewhat picturesque facade and landscaped grounds
to the traveler on the railroad from New York to Provi
dence and Boston. One of Providence’s finest nineteenthcentury industrial complexes, Gorham remains a key ar
chitectural monument and visual landmark in Elmwood
and has been approved for inclusion in the National Regis
ter of Historic Places.
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The annexation of Elmwood to Providence in 1868
was soon followed by the establishment of city police and
fire services. The local police station, first housed in the
old Cranston town clerk’s office at the northwest corner of
Elmwood and Potters avenues, moved in 1895 to a brick
building at Public and Burnett streets. In 1902 the city
erected the three-story, neo-Georgian, brick police station
and adjacent hip-roofed stable at the corner of Potters
Avenue and Hamilton Street. They housed the local police

In the early twentieth century the continued growth
of Elmwood required further expansion of the school
system. The Lexington Avenue School, a three-story,
brick structure with round-head upper-story windows
was erected at the corner of Lexington Avenue and Ni
agara Street in 1905, and in 1922-1923 the red-brick,
institutional Georgian-style Sackett Street School was con
structed. In 1931 the Neoclassical Gilbert Stuart Junior
High School at 160 Bucklin Street was built. A monu
mental three-story plus basement, yellow-brick structure,
fronted by a four-column portico, it is Elmwood’s largest
and most impressive twentieth-century school.

Elmwood’s first school was established by Cranston’s
Fourth School District, which in 1854 constructed a twostory, frame schoolhouse on the Elmwood and Potters
Avenue site now occupied by the Merit Service Station.
Between the 1868 annexation of the area to Providence and
1900, the city built no fewer than seven more schools to
serve Elmwood’s burgeoning population. Of the few which
have survived, the most imposing is the Vineyard Street
School at the corner of Vineyard Street and Potters Ave
nue. Originally known as the Elmwood Grammar School,
it was built in 1882-1883 and enlarged to the north to
twice its original size in 1913. The Vineyard Street School,
a complex of two, connected, three-story, brick structures,
with high, slated, hip roofs, is the oldest school building
in Elmwood and one of the finest nineteenth-century
schoolhouses left in Providence.

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the
growth of population in Elmwood led to the establishment
of public services such as schools, police and fire protec
tion, and a library.

Public Institutions

Fig. 68:

Fig. 67:

ization Center 1902; 45 Hamilton Street.

Elmwood Police Station, now Opportunities

Industrial

Elmwood Grammar School, now the Vineyard Street
Elementary School 1882-1883, 1-33 Vineyard Street;
photograph, c. 1886.
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Recreation
In the late nineteenth century, with the installation
of horse-car and, later, of trolley lines along the major roads
leading to the suburbs, undeveloped sections of Providence
became playgrounds for city residents. Southern Elmwood
and the Mansion Park section of the West End became the
site of such recreational activities as picnicking, amusement
parks, and sporting events. In the 1870s and 1880s, Ade
laide Grove, bounded by Elmwood and Adelaide avenues
and Sackett and Hamilton streets, was a popular picnic
area.
In 1878, a thirty-acre tract bounded by Broad, Sum
ter, Niagara, and Sackett streets was transformed into
Park Garden, a summer amusement park landscaped with
lawns, gardens, lakes, and paths and dotted with Japanesestyle pavilions. A small lake near Sackett Street served as
an open-air theater in which light Victorian operettas such
as The Ambassadors Daughter and H.M.S. Pinafore were
presented. The patrons were seated in chairs set up along
the wooded shores across the narrow lake from the stage.
At night, electric lights, gas jets, and fireworks lit up the
sky. Park Garden lasted only a few years; the area was
growing so fast that the land it occupied quickly became
too valuable to remain open. In the 189Os, it was platted
into house lots and sold. A part, however, survived as Ade
laide Park until about 1905.
Baseball became the national pastime in the postCivil War years and quickly gained a following in Provi

Fig. 70:

Advertisement card for Park Garden c. 1880; showing
a scene from The Ambassador’s Daughter as presented
there.
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Fig. 71: Messer Park 1877-1878; formerly at Messer and Willow streets; photogra
nately, the occasion here recorded is not known, the building in the back
1875, E. L. Angell, architect, now demolished.

dence. In the 1870s, the city fielded its own National
League team, the Providence Grays. In 1878, the Provi
dence Base Ball Association opened Messer Park. Located
southwest of Messer and Willow streets in the West End,
the stadium had bleachers and a large, frame grandstand
behind home plate. Despite the popularity of the team
and the convenient access to the park over the West
minster Street horse-car line, Messer Park was nevertheless
demolished about 1889 and replaced with houses.
In the 1890s an Adelaide Park ball field served as
the home of the Providence Grays baseball team. In April,
1904, the Grays moved into Melrose Park, a field with a
wooien grandstand and bleachers. Located on the south
side of Thackeray Street west of Melrose, it served the
Grays for fifteen years before its sale and demolition in
1920. Melrose Park’s finest moments came late in the
Grays’ 1914 season when George Herman "Babe" Ruth
joined the team and played some of his first games as a

TO THE
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The same years that saw this burgeoning population
density also witnessed a rapid increase in the density of
commercial development along Elmwood Avenue. In the
late 1940s, after a long hiatus caused by the Depression
of the 1930s and World War II, new commercial structures
again began to appear along the avenue. Two branch bank
structures appeared in 1949: the Providence Institution for
Savings office at number 520 and the Industrial National

A new spate of apartment house construction which
began in the late 1940s and continued into the early 1970s
further increased the density of the neighborhood. Large
apartment structures, such as the c. 1962 building at 211
Adelaide Avenue, often replaced single houses or clusters
of houses containing a far smaller number of residents.
These new buildings, moreover, were often too large for
their lots and out of scale with the homes around them.

The neighborhood’s population density was in
creased dramatically beginning in the late 1940s with
the further subdivision of many of the numerous twoand three-family dwellings. Conversion of the larger singlefamily houses, which had begun as early as 1910, acceler
ated rapidly in the 194Os, when such homes as the Cory
House at 37 Mawney Street and the Richardson House
at 14 Parkis Avenue became apartment houses. Most
dwellings were placed on small lots. By the 1950s, the
demands for parking spaces caused by the invasion of
increasing numbers of automobiles were in many cases
reducing the already small yards to meaningless vestiges.

Since 1945, the Elmwood area has become an innercity neighborhood. The change was a gradual one; it be
gan in the 1920s and ended only in the post World War II
years. This radical transformation of the neighborhood’s
character was the result of the disappearance of vacant
land and the increased population and building density
in the area. In the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s, Elmwood’s
last large open spaces-the park-like area south of Sackett
Street, the territory around the former site of Long Pond,
the western side of the Chapin plat, and the numerous
vacant lots which provided garden plots, playgrounds,
and elbow room-finally disappeared.

AN INNER-CITY NEIGHBORHOOD, 1945
PRESENT

Apartment House c. 1962; 211 Adelaide Avenue.

Fig. 74: Texaco Service Station 1949; 591 Elmwood Avenue.

Fig. 73: Old Stone Bank, formerly the Providence Institution for
Savinp 1949; 520 Ehnwood Avenue.
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years; major structural repairs were required. Moreover,
in the post-war period, just as the need for major repairs
was becoming more pressing, labor and material costs be
gan to escalate sharply.
Overcrowding and aging housing in the older sections
served to discourage settlement by new residents and en
couraged the emigration of old. This development was also
promoted by the availability of low-cost Veterans Adminis
tration loans. As a result, many families moved to the
new suburbs in Cranston, Warwick, East Greenwich, and
other towns. The movement of upwardly mobile, mid
dle-class residents from Elmwood to suburbs more dis
tant from Providence, picked up momentum in the late
1950s and 1960s as Interstate routes 95 and 195 made
long-distance commuting more feasible.
The area’s most prosperous residents were the first to
depart. Elmwood’s Yankees made their final exit from the
Elmwood scene in the 195 Os. Their churches either fol
lowed them out to the suburbs, as the Westminster Uni
tarian Society did in moving to East Greenwich in 1959,
or closed. In 1953 and 1954, the Elmwood Avenue Free
Baptist and Elmwood Christian churches both dissolved.
The Jews also began a move to the suburbs in the 1950s.
In 1951, lower Elmwood contained about 1850 Jews; by
1963 the number was reduced to 1000.
During the 1950s and early 1960s, the effect of these
losses was in part ameliorated by the settlement of middleclass Swedes and others from South Providence. Their
migration resulted from population shifts caused by ur
ban renewal in the Prairie-Willard Avenue area and by
the demolition required for the construction of Interstate
Route 95. At the same time two of South Providence’s
Protestant churches, the First Presbyterian, established in
1872, and the Friendship United Methodist, a predom
inantly Swedish organization founded in 1883, followed
their membership to Elmwood. The Presbyterians pur
chased the Elmwood Christian Church at 353 Elmwood
Avenue in 1954, and, in 1959, the Swedish Methodists
moved into the former Westminster Church at 126 Ade
laide Avenue.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, large numbers of
Blacks, driven from South Providence by redevelopment

The traclcless-trolley storage yard at the Elniwood Garage in 1949, surroun
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Fig. 75:

and the redevelopment-caused urban decay which followed,
migrated to Elmwood. Settling first in the older sections
such as upper Elmwood and West Elmwood, they became
intermixed with the white population throughout most of
Elmwood by the mid-1970s.
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The growth of the Black population has been re
flected in the Elmwood and West Elmwood churches.
Formerly predominantly white churches, such as Calvary
Baptist and Trinity United Methodist, have acquired sub
stantial Black memberships. Several other white churches
have been closed. In 1964 the Reorganized Church of Lat
ter Day Saints followed its congregation to Warwick. The
sanctuary on Bellevue Avenue was sold to the Allen African
Methodist Episcopal Church. The Friendship United Meth
odist Church dissolved in September, 1977, the congrega
tion having in large part dispersed to the suburbs. Their

In recent years a small but continuing trickle of
middle-class families, attracted by the inherent quality
of the structures and the relative cheapness of real estate,
have established themselves in Elmwood. Old and new
residents have banded together to form several neighbor
hood improvement groups. The oldest is People Acting
34

Elmwood now stands on the threshold either of a
renaissance or of a lingering period of disintegration. Its
aging housing stock is often deteriorated and occasionally
abandoned. The residents for the most part lack a sense
of neighborhood consciousness and community pride.
Nevertheless, the area’s fundamental character remains
intact.

Elmwood has not suffered from urban decay to the
extent that South Providence has. However, spot demoli
tions of structures have taken place along many of the
older streets, leaving weeds and junk-filled vacant lots as
visual blights. Abandoned and vandalized housing, scat
tered throughout the survey area, but more common in
upper and middle Elmwood, the nearby West End, and the
streets near Cranston Street, has depressed property values.
Unless these trends can be reversed, a chain reaction of
neglect, decay, abandonment, and demolition may be in
the making in some of the older sections of Elmwood.

Far more significant in its impact upon Elmwood
has been the large redevelopment program begun in 1967
in the section of northern South Providence along Prairie
Avenue. Uprooting the largely Black local population and
pushing much of it into Elmwood, urban renewal also
spurred the deterioration of the surrounding area. From
the wasteland core along Prairie Avenue, the zone of urban
decay spread out, cancer-like, block by block, and soon
reached into Elmwood. The process starts when residents
begin to abandon an area for a more inviting environment.
Then landlords, unable to reap a satisfactory return in an
increasingly competitive rental market, neglect their prop
erties. Eventually, abandonment, followed by vandalism
and demolition, takes place.

ton Avenue and west of Mashapaug Pond and rammed the
obtrusive and noisy Huntington Expressway through an
adjacent section south of Potters Avenue. Despite the
severe environmental damage this project caused to the
West Elmwood neighborhood, however, its effect upon
the rest of Elmwood was not great.

Stanton B. Champlin House c. 1888; 36 Parkis
Avenue; photograph, before a 1976 fire and sub
sequent restoration.

through Community Effort PACE, a coalition of south
and West Side block groups established in 1971. In 1976,
Stop Wasting Abandoned Property SWAP was founded;
it works to promote the sale of deteriorated and vacant
houses to people who will repair and occupy them. Another
offshoot of PACE is Elmwood Neighborhood Housing
Services, Inc. Established in 1977, this local neighborhood
housing service is a cooperative effort of city agencies,
banks, and local residents, designed to promote stability
in property values by encouraging private and public in
vestment in Elmwood and other areas on the city’s south
side. The Elmwood Foundation for Architectural and His
torical Preservation, an organization whose title explains
its goals, was founded in February, 1975. It has helped
to initiate the recent Columbus Park restoration project
and the Princeton and Lenox Avenue streetscape refurbish
ing projects currently being planned by the city. Elmwood
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of Cranston, dotted with farms and suburban estates.

SUMMARY

V.

Elmwood Avenue looking south from Princeton Avenue in 1889 showing proposed improvements.

Most of Elmwood’s man-made fabric, however, dates
from the 1845-1945 period during which the area’s devel
opment as a predominantly residential section of Provi
dence took place. In those years the character each section
still possesses was established. The many large and elabor
ate Late Victorian homes between Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue serve as reminders of the prosperous mer
chants, businessmen, and industrialists who made this
area their home. West Elmwood’s Iesss flamboyant street-

78:

Streets, public spaces, and buildings form the visible
evidences of Elmwood’s past; through them the neighbor
hood’s history can be traced. Most of the area’s principal
arteries-Broad and Cranston streets; Elmwood, Reser
voir, and Pontiac avenues; and Potters Avenue-date from
colonial times. The local street pattern, largely established
in the mid-nineteenth century, reflects in many cases
colonial-era farm boundaries. A few homes survive as
reminders of Elmwood’s years as an almost rural section
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PRESERVATION PROGRAMS IN
ELMWOOD-WEST END
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Serious neighborhood-based efforts at revitalization
began about 1972. Through organizations like People Act
ing through Community Effort PACE, The Elmwood
Foundation, and others, the interest in renewing the area
was focused upon the solution of specific problems. The en
thusiasm engendered by such groups encouraged residents
to take the initiative in improving their neighborhoods
rather than depending upon government leadership. The re
newed pride in the neighborhoods has generated a variety
of programs aimed at halting decay and putting the area on
the road to recovery.

There are, however, already vital forces working to
reverse deterioration in these neighborhoods. An examina
tion of activities reveals that an effective program of neigh
borhood conservation requires a multifaceted campaign
waged on several fronts both in the public and private sec
tors.

The revitalization of an area like Elmwood-West End
does not lend itself to easy answers or stock solutions.
Clearly, the problems are not limited to structural deteri
oration; they also include demoralization and widespread
apathy about the neighborhood’s future. No efforts at re
storing the vitality of the area can meet with much success
without a renewal of enthusiastic neighborhood support
and the rekindling of a desire on the part of the residents
to stay in the area and create a desirable living environment.

V.

HOME MORTGAGE OPPORTUNITY COMMITTEE:
S.W.A.P. and other neighborhood groups began a
successful campaign against redlining by local banks.
When a neighborhood is redlined it is considered by
the financial community to be a risky investment
zone and this generally leads to the denial of mort
gages or home-improvement loans for properties with
in the area. The formation of the Home Mortgage Op
portunity Committee by five banks to promote pri
vate re-investment in formerly redlined neighbor
hoods has again made the resources of the financial
community available to bankable residents of Elmwood-The West End. The agreement in February,
1977, by three local banks to mortgage the formerly
abandoned S.W.A.P. houses for, purchase and renova
tion was an important further development that has
strengthened the S.W.A.P. program.

WASTING
ABANDONED PROPERTY
STOP
S.W.A.P.:
S.W.A.P. grew out of the long-active
People
Acting
neighborhood-organizing
group
Through Community Effort P.A.C.E. in June,
1976, with the goal of finding new owners for
abandoned houses as an alternative to demolition.
Since that time, S.W.A.P. has become a highly visi
ble and positive force in the area as a result of its
successful disposition of many formerly derelict
properties to new owners. S.W.A.P.’s role is pri
marily that of an intermediary between the owners
of abandoned houses and would-be purchasers in
setting a fair price and handling the closing proced
ures. S.W.A.P. also aids the purchaser in arranging
financing and planning necessary renovations.

One of Elmwood-West End’s most serious problems,
and the one factor that has had the greatest single impact
on the physical deterioration of the building stock in the
neighborhood, is absentee landlordism. The relatively small
number of owner-occupants in some areas has tended to
keep the population more transient than is desirable and
has inhibited revitalization efforts. Since the key to the
area’s renewal is an enthusiastic corps of residents who are
financially and socially committed to its future, a number
of programs have been started to expand home ownership.

HOME OWNERSHIP PROGRAMS
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staff will assist the homeowner in determining the
best method of repairing his dwelling, help select a
contractor, review plans and specificiations and in
spect the completed work. This program is the largest
and best funded single force active in bringing build
ings up to minimum building-code standards. Colla
boration with the Rhode Island Historical Preserva
tion Commission has helped to ensure that the work
does not lessen the building’s intrinsic and historic
value by destroying its architectural character.
HISTORIC HOME IMPROVEMENT FUND: The
Historic Home Improvement Fund of the Mayor’s
Office of Community Development makes grants
and low-interest loans available to owners of historic
or architecturally distinguished properties for ex
terior restoration. Types of work that might be eli
gible for these funds would include restoring a
house’s clapboarding, installing the proper window
sash or exterior doors to correspond with a building’s
style, repairing deteriorated ornamental woodwork
and replacing corner boards or other missing trim.
S.W.A.P. TOOL-LENDING BANK: A program to
assist homeowners in repairing their own dwellings
has been begun by S.W.A.P. in cooperation with the
Mayor’s Office of Community Development. The
aim of this program is to operate a tool-lending
bank from which participating residents can obtain
equipment to renovate their homes without having
to invest in expensive, but seldom used, tools. Based
on similar programs in other cities, the S.W.A.P. ToolLending Bank should make it possible for enterprising
homeowners to perform much of the work necessary
to rehabilitate their dwellings themselves, thus saving
the high labor cost of contracted home repairs.
EMERGENCY HOME-REPAIR FUND: The City
Code Enforcement Division has started an emergency
home-repair fund to correct gross building-code vio
lations. The object of this program is to repair dam
age that threatens the continued habitability or struc
tural viability of a building when the owner is unwill
ing or unable to do so. In such extreme cases, the city
would authorize the work done and then attach a lien
to the property to satisfy the expense.

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
In addition to programs designed to increase homeownership and facilitate home improvement, various
groups are also aiding neighborhood conservation in Elmwood-West End by improving the streetscapes and parks.
The organization of residents into strong block clubs to
guide rehabilitation and promote city involvement in
neighborhood renewal efforts has resulted in the initia
tion of several demonstration projects.
PRINCETON AVENUE AND LENOX AVENUE
PROJECTS: In 1976, The Elmwood Foundation
initiated two demonstration projects of historic street
scape renewal on Princeton and Lenox avenues.
Funded by the City using Community Development
block-grant funds, these projects call for the formu
lation of an overall streetscape revitalization plan for
each street including new paving, period street lights,
underground wiring, tree planting, the construction
of a model neighborhood parking lot on a vacant site,
and a demonstration residential landscaping projectall highlighted by extensive publicity.
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CONGRESS AVENUE TARGET SITE PROJECT:
Elmwood Neighborhood Housing Services E.N.H.S.
has established Congress Avenue as the initial focus of
their neighborhood-renewal activities. The E.N.H.S. is
a locally managed, neighborhood-conservation organi
zation established under the auspices of the nation
ally based Urban Reinvestment Task Force. E.N.H.S.
seeks to upgrade Congress Avenue and then move on
to Hamilton Street and other areas. It is negotiating
with the city to get public improvements including
street and sidewalk repair, tree trimming, experimen
tal trash collection, and the sale of city demolitionlien property. A full-time, city building-code inspec
tor assigned to the target site will work to promote
the upgrading of the structures to meet buildingcode requirements.
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COLUMBUS PARK: In 1978, Columbus Park-at
the intersection of Elmwood and Reservoir avenueswas rebuilt to enhance its visual appeal. The new de
sign included brick sidewalks, benches and new
landscaping surrounding the statue of Columbus for

38

NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORY IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS: A program is now being completed by
the Ethnic Studies Program at Rhode Island College
with the goal of introducing more local history in
to the public education system in Rhode Island. The
Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission
has contributed historical information about Elmwood-West End for use in a planned unit on the
neighborhood.

PROVIDENCE PRESERVATION SOCIETY P.P.S.:
The Providence Preservation Society, a private pres
ervation group active throughout the city, is involved
in the revitalization of Elmwood-West End. It peri
odically sponsors walking tours of Elmwood. In addi
tion, through its Marker Program, P.P.S. designates
well maintained or authentically restored buildings
of historic or architectural significance with plaques
giving the names of the original owners and archi
tect, if known, and the building’s date of construc
tion. This program is funded by a grant from the
Mayor’s Office of Community Development. The
plaques are placed at no charge to the owner on
buildings selected by a P.P.S. committee. To date,
approximately fifty buildings in Elmwood-West
End have received markers and more are planned.
The Preservation Society is also sponsoring a series of
seminars on specific facets of historically appropriate
home improvements to be held at the Elmwood Li
brary.

hosting events intended to bring new people into the
neighborhood as well as to familiarize current resi
dents with the area’s rich heritage. It has been the
fountainhead of the renewal efforts in the Elmwood neighborhood through its sponsorship of the
Princeton and Lenox avenue projects, the Columbus
Park project and the proposed redesign of Trinity
Square see Neighborhood Improvement Programs.
In addition, the Elmwood Foundation was instru
mental in supporting the application to establish
Elmwood Neighborhood Housing Services. The Elmwood Foundation has grown from a small group of
historically minded concerned citizens into a multi
faceted neighborhood revitalization organization.

Develop and publish a self-guided walkingdriving tour.
Conduct architectural tours of homes and
buildings to emphasize the different living
qualities of the buildings; to familiarize resi
dents with examples of well maintained, peri
od interiors and exteriors as well as exemplary
modernizations; and to acquaint potential new
residents with the fine architecture and environb.

Encourage interest in the history and architectural
heritage of Elmwood-West End through the Elmwood
Foundation, the Providence Preservation Society,
the Office of the Mayor, the Providence School De
partment, and all interested local organizations and
churches by the following actions:

3.

a.

Expand the activities of People Acting through Com
munity Effort P.A.C.E. to form a strong communi
ty council, widely representative of the neighbor
hood’s population, to guide its revitalization in co
operation with the city and existing community or
ganizations.

2.

ELM-

Protect the heritage of the Elmwood, West Elmwood,
and West End neighborhoods-including their im
portant buildings, residential areas, commercial dis
tricts, streetscapes, and open spaces-by continuing to
nominate structures and districts to the National Reg
ister of Historic Places.

FOR

1.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
WOOD-WEST END

In spite of the considerable progress that has been
made in beginning a program of neighborhood conserva
tion in Elmwood-West End, there are still important steps
that need to be taken. Some of the recommendations apply
to all of the neighborhoods. Since no single preservation
plan would suit the unique needs of each of the eight areas,
however, more specific recommendations are made for
certain areas where existing physical conditions require
special actions.

VI. ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Fig. 79:
Key

Map: Subneighborhoods of Etmwood.

PRESERVATION IN NORTHERN ELMWOOD
DESCRIPTION:
The section of Elmwood north of Potters Avenue was
primarily built-up between 1875 and 1900 as a middleclass residential area of one- and two-family houses. This
area contains some of the city’s finest Victorian mansions
as well as many handsomely detailed two-family houses.
The character of each street is different. Some streets such
as Parkis and Princeton avenues are lined with extraordinar
ily fine single-family houses while others, such as Daboll,
contain closely spaced, modest, two-family houses. In the
last twenty years this area has suffered from considerable
deterioration. Today, although still in transition, it is one
of the centers of neighborhood renewal efforts in Elmwood.

Fig. 80:
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Most of the large single-family homes have been con
verted to apartments and many two-family houses
further subdivided, resulting in an increase in auto
mobiles in the neighborhood that exceeds the on-site
parking capacity of many of the properties.

PROBLEMS:
1.

Building maintenance is often very poor as a result
of absentee landlordism and deferred maintenance.

2.

3.

Few of the houses are owner occupied with the re
sult that most of the residents are renters with no
long-term commitment to the area.

RECOMMEN
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Southern Elmwood.

The section of Elmwood south of Potters Avenue was
built-up mostly between 1885 and 1930 as a middle-class
residential area of one-, two-, and some three-family houses.
The most architecturally significant buildings are generally
to be found west of Melrose Street and on Adelaide Avenue.
The area south of Adelaide Avenue was primarily developed
between 1900 and 1930, although many streets contain a
few older houses. Today the central part of Elmwood be
tween Potters Avenue and Adelaide Avenue east of Melrose Street is the most rapidly decaying part of the neigh
borhood. Abandoned, vandalized houses are now appearing
in this section. The neighborhood south of Adelaide Ave
nue is beginning to show signs of decay and property values
have fallen.

DESCRIPTION:

PRESERVATION IN SOUThERN ELMWOOD

The residential desirability of certain streets such as
Sackett
Potters Avenue, Adelaide Avenue, and
Street is seriously impaired by the heavy through
traffic.

3.

Construct unobtrusive neighborhood parking lots in
residential areas such as this where on-site parking
may not be possible in some cases because of small
building lots.
Begin a program of major residential preservation.
Homeowners would be encouraged to repair their
homes with only a peripheral emphasis on restora
tion, while buildings that have original features or

2.

3.

Begin a program of streetscape revitalization to pro
mote neighborhood conservation in areas such as
the Potters Avenue section where the architectural
value of the individual buildings may be slight. The
implementation unit for this approach is the entire
block, rather than the individual building. The ac
tivities envisioned involve a cooperative blockresidents organization in combination with a pro
gram of city-sponsored public improvements to
enhance the amenities of the streetscape. The city
should plant trees on streets where they are lacking,
especially on Potters Avenue, and make other im
provements including street and sidewalk repairs
and better and more aesthetic street lighting. The
key to this approach is the block organization. Social
activities which bring neighbors together, such as
block parties, would play a large role in this program.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Building maintenance is often very poor. Parts of
the neighborhood are seriously deteriorating and
derelict buildings and vacant lots are increasing in
the northern part.

2.

Most of the large houses have been converted to
apartments resulting in an increase in automobiles
in the neighborhood that exceeds the on-site park
ing capacity of many of the properties.

PROBLEMS:
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Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service as ad
ministered by the Rhode Island Historical Preserva
tion Commission and also for loans through the His
toric Home Improvement Fund of the Mayor’s Of
fice of Community Development.
PRESERVATION ON ELMWOOD AVENUE
DESCRIPTION:

Elmwood Avenue.

Elmwood Avenue is the principal thru-traffic artery
of Elmwood. In the late nineteenth century, Elmwood
Avenue became lined with the large houses of Providence’s
mercantile and industrial elite. In the twentieth century, as
a part of Route 1 through Providence, it was a heavily
traveled local commuter road as well as an important link
in the national highway system before the completion of

Fig. 82:

Interstate 95 in the 1960s. Its role as a major traffic route
to the downtown resulted in its commercialization. Today
Elmwood Avenue is about half commercial and half resi
dential. Many fine nineteenth-century mansions have sur
vived although some are seriously deteriorated and are used
as commercial structures or marginal income properties
divided into small apartments. The two major intersections
are each marked by a public space: Trinity Square where it
merges with Broad Street, and Columbus Park where Reser
voir Avenue branches off. The widening of the street in
the 1930s resulted in the loss of Elmwood Avenue’s land
scaped medians and even its streetside elm trees so that to
day it has a barren appearance.

3.

2.

1.

The streetscape lacks unity and the commercial and
residential land uses are not well integrated.

Elmwood Avenue has a barren and forbidding appear
ance as a result of the loss of the streetside tree
canopy, the proliferation of street-front parking lots,
and the abundance of unattractive street furniture.

The architectural qualities of the old buildings are
disguised by encrustations of modern store fronts,
over-abundant signs, incongruous awnings, drab paint
schemes, and inappropriate cladding materials.

PROBLEMS:

4.

Elmwood Avenue lacks the type of retail enterprises
necessary to make it a vital neighborhood shopping
center.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.

Institute a program of commercial revitalization on
Elmwood Avenue to include city-sponsored street,
sidewalk, lighting, and landscaping improvements.
The visual unity of the street would be enhanced by
store-front facade restoration in a manner sympa
thetic to an overall block-renewal scheme using ap
propriate materials and architectural designs and by
improved sign control through an improved city sign
ordinance to eliminate obtrusive, overscaled, or in
appropriate signs and billboards.

3.
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PROBLEMS:

2.

The large number of derelict vacant lots impair the
unity of the streetscape on some streets and serve
as dumping grounds for trash and debris.

4.
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1.

Expand the S.W.A.P. program of urban homesteading
to encourage the re-occupation of the vacant but
habitable structures common in the area. Such a pro
gram should emphasize a group-settlement approach,
when possible, and relocate a cluster of families close
together in a deteriorating area to facilitate coopera
tive effort and mutual support during the rehabilita
tion process.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The continued viability of the industrial area is
doubtful.

The West End.

--

2

3.

Fig. 83:

-
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Renovate the industrial buildings that are no longer
viable for manufacturing for adaptive reuse as of
fice, commercial, craft-industrial or residential spaces,
as has been successfully done with old industrial
buildings in other American cities.
Fully utilize the subsidized home-improvement-loan
programs available to aid homeowners in the area.

3.

4.

The section between Elmwood Avenue and Cranston
Street south of Superior and Sprague streets has tradition
ally been known as West Elmwood. It was developed be
tween 1860 and 1910 as a middle- and a working-class
area of two- and three-family houses although there are
some fine single-family dwellings scattered throughout
the neighborhood which is divided into two parts by the
triangle formed by Bucklin and Dexter streets and Potters
Avenue. These streets approximately define the extent of
Long Pond filled in about 1890. The Long Pond area
contains most of the neighborhood’s one- and two-story,
brick industrial buildings. Many of the streets between
Elmwood Avenue and Bucklin Street were built-up in the
early twentieth century. These contain one- and twofamily houses, typical of the first three decades of the
present century. The modest area between Potters Ave
nue and Huntington Avenue contains the sparse remains
of a working-class neighborhood that once continued across
the railroad tracks into what is now the Huntington Ex
pressway Industrial Park. West Elmwood today is a seri
ously deteriorating section where abandonment and demo
lition have increased markedly in recent years. The unin
tersected layout of the blocks between Dexter and Crans
ton Street has helped contain the spread of decay from one
street to another, to some extent, and the condition of the
neighborhood varies a good deal from one street to the
next.

DESCRIPTION:

PRESERVATION IN WEST ELMWOOD

Relocate endangered buildings of suitable architec
tural character to vacant sites in the area to complete
the streetscapes.
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Fig. 84:

3.

2.

Fully utilize the various home-improvement loan
subsidy programs available.

Expand the activities of the S.W.A.P. urban home
steading program.

block organization to address the specific problems
of each street. The long-block layout of the neigh
borhood lends itself to this piecemeal approach.
Neighbors should organize to deal with absentee
landlords whose properties detract from the area by
encouraging them to fix-up their buildings or to sell
them. The expansion of owner-occupancy should be
come a major neighborhood goal.

4.

PROBLEMS:

Construct small, unobtrusive, neighborhood parking
lots on vacant sites to alleviate the shortage of onsite parking on many streets.

The streetscape is drab and unattractive and lacks
focal points to stimulate commercial activity.

5.

1.

Security problems vandalism, burglary, and street
crime are undermining its commercial viability.

Cranston Street.

2.

Fig. 85:

PRESERVATION ON CRANSTON STREET

3.

Cranston Street lacks many of the kinds of retail
enterprises necessary to make it a vital neighborhood
shopping center.

Change the zoning of the eastern half of the block
bounded by Brattle, Wadsworth, Salem, and Bene
dict streets and of the northeast corner of the next
block south. The present M-1 zoning fosters a great
deal of uncertainty about the future of these and
adjoining sections of the historic West Elmwood
neighborhood and hinders efforts towards rehabilita
tion. Consideration should be given to changing this
designation to R-3 which corresponds with the pres
ent designation of the remainder of the area.

DESCRIPTION:

4.

There has been little investment in the old commer
cial buildings with the result that many of them are
shabby and outmoded. Their architectural qualities

Cranston Street originated in a colonial highway, the
Meshanticut Road 1714. It never became a fashionable
residential area or a particularly important highway. In the
later nineteenth century, this narrow thoroughfare to the
farms and mills outside of town became lined with tene
ments, some containing stores on the first stories. The most
architecturally significant buildings are the monumental
Cranston Street Armory 1907 and the Ebenezer Baptist
Church 1892. Today, Cranston Street is a fading com
mercial strip with many vacant stores, apartments, and
poorly maintained tenement houses.
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5.

Many of the building lots are too small to accom
modate adequate automobile parking.
There are no strong neighborhood organizations to
promote the revitalization of the area and combat
blight.
The decline of the surrounding areas is eroding the
stability of this section.

2.

3.

4.
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1.

Neighbors should organize and pool their resources
to force recalcitrant property owners to maintain
their buildings or to sell them. If necessary, individu
al property owners or a corporation formed of neigh-

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Some property owners are allowing their buildings
to deteriorate to the point where they require major
renovations and are then abandoning them. This kind
of contagious blight can lead to the decay of an
entire street.

1.

Fig. 86:

Mansion Park and Mashapaug.

2.

Begin a program of streetscape revitalization to pro
mote neighborhood conservation. The implementa
tion unit for this approach is the entire block, rather
than the individual building. The activities envisioned
involve a cooperative block-residents organization in
combination with a program of city-sponsored pub
lic improvements to enhance the amenities of the
streetscape. Homeowners would be encouraged and
aided in repairing their homes by utilizing the home
improvement programs now in existence. The city
should plant trees on streets where they are lacking
and make other improvements including street and
sidewalk repairs and better and more aesthetic street
lighting. The key to this approach is the block organ-

borhood residents should buy derelict buildings and
perhaps renovate them before reselling them.

1.

PROBLEMS:
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The neighborhood bounded by Cranston, Messer,
and Oak streets and State Route 10 takes its name from
Mansion Park at the corner of Waverly and Sorrento streets.
This area developed mostly in the early twentieth century
when it was rapidly built-up with threedeckers as well as
some one and two-family houses. It is a highly architec
turally consistent section where examples of many types
of housing popular between 1895 and 1930 can be found.
Mansion Park contains virtually no industrial or commercial
buildings with the exception of a few neighborhood stores
located on the ground floors of multifamily tenements.
Today it is still a fairly well maintained residential area,
but its continued viability is threatened by the decay of
the adjacent West Eltuwood and Broadway-Armory neigh
borhoods. The first signs of deterioration are now appear
ing in this section in the form of scattered, abandoned,
vandalized houses.

DESCRIPTION:

PRESERVATION IN MANSION PARK

APPENDIX A: NATIONAL REGISTER
PROGRAM
The National Register of Historic Places is a record
maintained by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service, United States Department of the Interior, of struc
tures, sites, areas, and objects significant in American his
tory, architecture, archeology, and culture. Authorized
by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as the
official inventory of the cultural and historic resources
of the nation, it includes historical areas within the Nation
al Park System, National Historic Landmarks, federal
properties nominated by federal agencies, and properties
of state and local significance nominated by each state
and approved by the Service. It is an authoritative guide for
federal, state, and local governments and private groups and
individuals everywhere, identifying those properties which
are particularly worthy of preservation throughout the
nation. Registered properties are protected from federally
funded and licensed activities by. a state and federal review
process. Listing on the National Register is a prerequisite
for eligibility for federal matching grants-in-aid funds
which are administered within the state by the Rhode Is
land Historical Preservation Commission.
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Fig. 87: ParkisComstock Historic District.

The following districts and structures in the Elmwood survey area have been approved by the Rhode Is
land Review Board for nomination to the National Regis
ter:
Elmwood Historic District, to include a number of late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century residential
streets.
Park is-Comstock Avenue Historic District, including con
tiguous segments of Parkis and Comstock avenues,
two Late Victorian residential streets.

Saints

Memorial

Church,

674 Westminster Street.

Trinity Square Historic District, including Trinity Square,
Trinity United Methodist Church and two houses
on the west side of the square, and Grace Church
Cemetery.
All

Calvary Baptist Church, 747 Broad Street.
Richard Henry Deming House, 66 Burnett Street.
Gorham Manufacturing Company complex, 333 Adelaide
Avenue.
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Fig. 89:

Northern Section and Southern
Section of Elmwood Historic
District.
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX C: GRANTS-IN-AID PROGRAM
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 es
tablished a program of matching grants-in-aid for the ac
quisition and development of properties listed on the Na
tional Register of Historic Places. Once a year, the Rhode
Island Historical Preservation Commission accepts appli
cations from individuals, public and private organizations,
and state and local governmental units who own prop
erties listed on the National Register.
Matching grants-in-aid can be used to acquire, pro
tect, stabilize, rehabilitate, restore, or reconstruct National
Register properties. Allowable work under the program in
cludes exterior and interior restoration, structural repairs,
installation or updating of utility systems, architectural
fees, archeology, historical research, and the installation of
protective systems. New contruction, furnishings, and
modern landscaping are not allowable costs.
The Commission receives many more applications
each year than it is able to fund. The applications are
evaluated according to the following criteria: the archi
tectural and historical significance of the property; the
degree to which the proposed use and treatment respect
the historical and architectural values of the building;
the urgency of the proposed work; the public benefit of the
project, both educational and economic; the degree to
which the property is threatened; and the geographical lo
cation of the property. The Commission may fund up to
half the cost of a project. The grants awarded by the Com
mission have generally ranged in size from $3,000 to
$50,000.
Once the Commission has selected the projects to be
funded, the grantees must submit professionally prepared
specifications and drawings developed in accordance with
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Pres
ervation Projects. The Heritage Conservation and Recrea
tion Service in the Department of the Interior must review
and approve the individual projects before any work can
begin.
-

Financial assistance for the acquisition and devel
opment of National Register properties is provided for the

benefit of the general public. Therefore, upon accepting a
grant, the property owner must sign a preservation ease
ment which is recorded with the deed to the property.
The easement states that the owner agrees to maintain
the property and not make any visual or structural changes
without prior approval from the Commission. The number
of years this agreement is in effect depends on the amount
of the grant. Unless the grant-supported work is visible
from a public right-of-way, the property must be open
for public view twelve days a year.

Matching funds can come from any non-federal
source; from Community Development Block Grant funds;
and in the form of donated services, real property, or equip
ment. Grant applicants are urged to submit requests for the
amount which they can actually match and realistically
complete in one year.

Beginning in 1979, applications will be accepted by
the Commission during March and April each year. The
applications are reviewed during May and June and the
Commission selects the projects in July, after Rhode Is
land is notified of its annual federal appropriation for the
grants-in-aid program. Those selected are first awarded
funds to have the necessary specifications and drawings pre
pared. Development grants are officially awarded once the
specifications have been accepted by the Commission.
Project work may begin when the project has been ap
proved by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service after the start of the federal fiscal year-the first
of October. Project work must be completed within a year.
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Architectural ratings are assigned on a 0, 10, 20,
30, 38 scale. The "38" rating is reserved for a generally
small number of buildings deemed o - outstanding -im
portance to the community and which, in most cases, are
also of at least regional significance. The "30" rating in
dicates a structure of meritorious architectural quality,
well above the local norm. The "20s" and "lOs" constitute
the majority of buildings surveyed. They are of local value
by virtue of interesting or unusual architectural features or
because they are good representatives of building types
which afford an index to the community’s physical devel
opment and define the visual character of its building stock.
Structures rated "20" and "30" are essential to an area’s
historic character. They provide a visual context which
defines the historic quality of Elmwood and create an im

The evaluation of the neighborhood’s physical con
dition is based on a 0, 2, 3 scale. "Neighborhood," in this
context, denotes the immediate area surrounding a sur
veyed property and does not necessarily reflect physical
features such as street blocks or demographic boundaries.
Neighborhoods rated "3" are characterized by a uniformly
high standard of maintenance of both buildings and
grounds. Those assigned a "2" have well kept properties
in much of the area but also have sections where the need
for improvement is readily apparent. The "0" rating is used
for areas which, for the most part, detract from the visual
quality of the community as a whole.

virons.

The evaluation of the grounds, either of a building
-or a site, is rated on a 0, 1, 2 scale. Those that are in good
condition and are a visual asset to the environment are
assigned "2." The "1" rating indicates that the grounds do
not detract from the surrounding area. The "0" rating
applies to grounds that have a negative impact on the en

the need for improvements, such as repainting or minor
repairs. Structures rated "2" are in fair condition and
may require substantial work, such as resheathing or re
pairs to porches, fenestration, and so on. Buildings rated
"0" are in poor physical condition and probably require
extensive work if they are to be retained. These ratings
are based upon observation of the exterior only and do
not reflect interior appearance or structural, electrical,
and mechanical conditions.
1 tS
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portant background to the key structures rated "38."
Buildings rated "0" are undistinguished architecturally and
make no positive contribution to the physical environment.
Structures that have been extensively and unsympathetical
ly altered are given lower ratings than similar buildings in
their original state. Monuments, markers, and civic sculp
ture are assigned ratings on the basis of general visual and
associative qualities which do not necessarily reflect artistic
integrity.
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Sample section of survey map.

patible with its physical context. The "0" rating applies to
properties which have a decisively negative effect on the
neighborhood.
Historical value is also rated on a 0, 10, 20, 30, 38
scale. The "38" rating is assigned to properties associated
with individuals including architects, organizations, or
events which are of historic significance on the national
level. Those of regional or state importance are rated
"30." The "20" rating applies to entries related to note-

worthy local developments and also includes buildings
which, by virtue of their age, are considered to make a
major contribution to the community’s historic environ
ment. The "10" rating denotes limited local historical
value. The "0" rating is used to designate properties of no
known historic interest at the present time.
Data from the survey sheets has been transferred to
a series of detailed maps, drawn on a 1" = 80’ scale. These
maps depict every structure, regardless of date or histori

cal importance,
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Entries are listed alphabetically by street and then in
numerical order by street number. Entries having no street
number such as Columbus Park have not been assigned a
number, but have been included in their normal sequence.
Entries for the -west side of Broad Street from Trinity
Square to 1-95 will be found in the South Providence
report. Those structures and sites recommended for nom
ination to the National Register individually or as parts
of historic districts see Appendix A are marked by an
asterisk*.

The names given most buildings such as 43 Calder
Street, the "Joseph Williams House," or 353 Elmwood
Avenue, the "Elmwood Christian Church" refer to the
earliest known owner or occupant, taken, for the most
part, from street directories and deed records; more ex
tensive research could change some of these designations.
The majority of the building dates are based on stylistic
analysis, map histories, and street directories, supplemented
in some cases by deed research. Unless otherwise indicated,
all buildings are of frame construction.

The Inventory is a list of sites, structures, and objects
of cultural significance in the Elmwood survey area. Entries
have historic or architectural significance either in them
selves, by association with an important person or group,
or, in the case of some buildings, as representative examples
of a common architectural type.

APPENDIX F: INVENTORY

181*

126*

89*

76*

65

21-23,
2527*

Valentine Gernershausen Houses c. 1891, c. 1884 These
nearly identical, reversed-plan, cross-gable, Queen Anne, twofamily houses display pargeted gable ornaments, bracketed
cornices, and elaborate porches. Gernershausen, an engraver,
occupied part of 25-27 as his own residence. In 1895 he was
the president of the Providence Turne-Verein.
William H. Luther House c. 1894: Sculptural massing and
crisp forms characterize this broad, 2½-story, end-gable
dwelling. Built for the senior partner in William H. Luther
and Son, manufacturing jewelers, it has a semioctagonal
corner pavilion tucked under the roof.
Frank B. Reynolds House c. 1895: This Colonial Revival,
flank-gambrel structure has a Roman brick first story and
shingled gables. Stylistically similar to 220 Lexington Ave
nue, it possesses richly detailed, pedimented front dormers
and a semicircular, balustraded front porch. Reynolds was a
partner in Cory and Reynolds, a jewelry manufacturing firm.
Thomas B. Cory House c. 1891: One of Elmwood’s earliest
Colonial Revival houses, this high, end-gambrel structure,
with its turreted side tower and matching carriage house,
was built for the secretary of the jewelry manufacturing firm
of Cory and Reynolds.
Westminster Unitarian Church 1901, 19O6-19O7 This
complex was erected by the Westminster Unitarian Society,
a parish founded in 1828. In 1901 the congregation, com
pelled by the commercialization of the area to vacate its
venerable Mathewson Street church, erected the modest,
shingle and stone chapel at the corner of Hamilton Street.
This Woodbury Memorial Chapel, named for Augustus
Woodbury, pastor of the church from 1857 to 1892, was
designed by Howard K. Hilton. The cross-gable, stone,
auditorium-type, Gothic sanctuary, also designed by Hilton,
was completed in 1907. In 1959, the Westminster Society
moved to East Greenwich. The property was sold to the
Friendship United Methodist Church, a predominantly
Swedish group founded in 1883 in South Providence. This
church was dissolved in September, 1977. The church com
plex has become the home of the Hood Memorial Church,
the descendant of Black Methodist congregations which
had met since the early 1860s at 148 Wadsworth Street in
West Elmwood.
Samuel H. Bailey House c. 1893 Broad, 2-story, Colonial
Revival dwelling, with a high hip roof and balustraded roof
deck and an elaborately trimmed, 2-story front porch.
Bailey, a partner in the firm of Foster and Bailey, manu

Containing some of Elmwood’s finest Late Victorian houses,
Adelaide Avenue was one of the lower Elmwood streets
platted by J. J. Cooke and his partners in 1854. The Queen
Anne and Queen Anne-Colonial Revival residences which
give the avenue its character are located primarily in the
easternmost and westernmost blocks and date from the
1880s and 1890s.
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greatly expanded the business. He installed steam power
and began the manufacture of flat silver and holloware by
machine. Gorham Manufacturing Company was chartered
in 1863 and organized as a corporation in 1865. A Separ
ate department for the manufacture of sterling silver, gold,
brass, bronze, stone, and wood articles for churches was
established in 1885. As a result the company soon found
itself handling large orders for statuary and memorials,
chiefly bronze, and architectural bronze work. In 18891890, the old plant on North Main Street becoming out
grown, the company erected the Adelaide Avenue com
plex overlooking Mashapaug Pond. The new Gorham plant
was designed by Frank Perry Sheldon of Providence, a
prominent New England mill architect. However, its plan
also embodies many suggestions made by long-time plant
superintendent George Wilkinson. The complex consists
of a group of 2- and 3-story, brick factory structures, with
low hip or pitched roofs, grouped for the most part sym
metrically beside and behind a 3-story, hip-roof office
building originally only two stories, with a gabled, Roman
esque, central entranceway. All the structures possess uni
form corbeled brick cornices and window sills and other
trimmings of rock-faced granite. A large, bronze statue of
Vulcan, cast at the plant, was erected in front of the office
building between 1893 and 1896. A short distance to the
north of the principal complex is a brick, cross-gable car
riage house and stable structure, erected in 1890, and a long,
porch-fronted, Colonial Revival structure called the Casino
erected in 1898-1899 and enlarged in 1907, containing
the former Board of Directors room, dining rooms, and
dormitories. The complex is one of the finest 19th-century
industrial plants in Providence.

ALEXANDER STREET at Rutherglen Avenue

-

Waterman and Henry Cemetery Rhode Island Historical
Cemetery, City of Providence, No. 7: Small burial ground
containing the graves of members of the Paine, Waterman,
Henry, and Jennings families who lived on farms in the area,
with headstones dating from 1807 to about 1890.
ARCH STREET
James M. Anthony House c. 1900: Flank-gambrel, 2½
story, Colonial Revival dwelling, designed by Stone, Car
penter & Willson. One of Providence’s most important
architectural firms in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
they also furnished the plans for the James A. Potter House
at 359 Broad Street, the Israel B. Mason House at 571
Broad, and the Home for Aged Men at 807 Broad. Anthony,
a co-owner of the James M. Anthony and Company cigar
store, resided here until his death in 1918.
Charles H. Sprague House c. 1874: Alpheus C. Morse was
the architect of this 2-story, square dwelling. A rare for
Providence and late example of the French Academic
phase of the Second Empire style, it possesses a low-pitched
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mansard roof, symmetrical facade, and correct, classical, door
porch and window trim. Sprague 1844-1900, who lived
here until about 1895, was a partner in S. S. Sprague and
Company, a wholesale grain-shipping business founded by
his father.
William E. Lovegrove- House c. 1879: Elaborate 2-family

house, with a dormer-pierced, slate, mansard roof; modil
honed cornices; and understated front and side porches.
Lovegrove, a stove and tinware dealer, was one of the ori
ginal occupants.
John E. Potter House 1875 Two-story, end-gable structure,
with an entry porch and bay windows in front and elaborate,
bracket-supported, open timberwork decoration in the front
and subsidiary side gables. Potter 1845-1897, who moved
to Providence in 1873, came to own two prosperous drug
stores, one at Cranston and Gilmore streets, the other at
Elmwood Avenue and West Friendship Street.
AVON STREET
Henry A. Potter House 1840s: Potter built this 2½-story,
flank-gable dwelling as a farmhouse on land he had pur
chased in 1834 from his father, Arthur M. Potter. In 1862,
Henry sold the property for a token sum to a son, Arthur M.
Potter. Set in spacious surroundings, this plain-trimmed and
veranda-fronted structure is now-since the 1965 demolition
of the house at 389 Elmwood Avenue built by Henry’s
uncle, Anson Potter-Elmwood’s largest Greek *Revival
residence.

BENEDICT STREET
William Smith House c. 1855: Modest, 1½-story, flankgable dwelling, whose vernacular Greek Revival detailing
includes cornice returns and a plain-board door frame.
It is one of the oldest suburban homes in West Elmwood.
BROAD STREET
James A. Potter House c. 1889: Opulent, 2½-story, Queen
Anne structure, designed by the prominent Providence
architectural firm of Stone, Carpenter & Willson, who also
conceived the James M. Anthony House at 15 Arch Street.
The Potter House has a first floor of brick, trimmed in
brownstone, a pink-slate-clad second floor, and gray slate
gables with gable ornaments. Its handsome Colonial Re
vival interior finish includes classical mantelpieces, stair
cases with varied baluster types and intertwining-vinesmotif newell posts, and paired-Ionic-column doorway open
ings. James A. Potter was one of the proprietors ot the
James A. Potter and Company lumber yard.
Clifton A. Hall Duplex c. 1856: Two-story, brick, Italian
palazzo structure with a symmetrical front. Its slightly re
cessed central portion containing two entrances is fronted
by a wide door porch upheld by paired, cast-iron, Ionic
columns. Hall, a prominent local architect, lived in the south
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Orrin E. Jones Storage Warehouse 1895-1896; enlarged
before 1900: Jones Warehouses, Inc., a moving and storage
company founded by Orrin E. Jones, still uses this massive,
5- and 6-story, flat-roof, brick structure for the storage of
household goods. It was designed by Gould, Angell & Swift.
The dignified Richardsonian Romanesque facade, faced with
gi axed terra-cotta brick and trimmed in brownstone, posesses
handsome corbeled brick cornices.
Gun Manufactory c. 1861-1865: Originally owned by
Winsor and Brown* and used as a gun factory, this plain,
3½-story, end-gable structure has a clerestory-monitor
roof. Since 1893, the building has served as one of the

CENTRAL STREET

Joseph Williams House c. 1783: The oldest building in the
Elmwood survey area, this long, 2-story, flank-gable struc
ture, with its eli in back, was probably built by Joseph Wil
liams, a great-great-grandson of Roger Williams’ son Daniel,
shortly after his 1782 purchase of an 80-acre farm from the
heirs of his distant cousin of the same name, the grandson of
Roger Williams’ youngest son, Joseph. The farm included
most of the land between Elmwood Avenue and Cranston
Street from Potters Avenue south to Mashapaug Pond.
The part of the property on which the house stood was
last farmed by Paul Coffin, who in 1849 sold it to George
W. Crocker. Crocker immediately subdivided it. The house
itself, which originally stood on the south side of Potters
Avenue between Dexter and Plymouth streets, was moved
to its present location between 1852 and 1859. The flankgable front portion was extended to the north and the in
terior largely rebuilt between 1859 and 1875; a 2-story
bay-window unit was added to the front probably at the torn
of the century.

CALDER STREET

Prince A. Potter House c. 1887: One of Elmwood’s earliest
and finest Queen Anne dwellings, this exuberant crossgable, double-entrance, 2-family house has broad bay-win
dow units and a gabled entry porch. The gables display in
bold relief the "sunburst" or "rising sun" motif so popular
in the 1880s.
Richard H. Deming House c. 1870: One of Elmwood’s two
largest and most lavish Second Empire residences, along
with the Cory House at 37 Mawney Street, this 2½-story, asymmetrical mansion is set in ample grounds planted with
large old copper beeches. It has bracketed window hoods
and cornices and an exuberant modified-academic-classical
entrance porch with a paneled ceiling. Unfortunately, the
exterior is clad in aluminum. The interiors contain excellent
Late Victorian manteIpiece and other woodwork and
much fine ornamental plasterwork. Deming 1842-1902
was a cotton broker, at first in the firm of George H. Hoppin
and Deming and later as senior partner in R. H. Deming and
Co.

16-18
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Josephine White Block c. 1894: This well preserved 3-story,
flat-roof structure, with brick and clapboard end walls, has
an unaltered and elaborately decorated metal front, fabri
cated by Mesker Brothers of St. Louis, Missouri, a firm
specializing in the manufacture of prefabricated metal
store fronts; this particular design was patented in 1887.
This is one of the most handsome and least known Vic
torian commercial buildings in Providence. The structure,
first owned by Josephine A. White, a widow- who lived at
675 Cranston Street, originally contained the F. W. Sim
mons and Company dry-goods store, Edgar C. Grinnell’s
bakery, and several flats.
737739’

House c. 1882-1889: Richly decorated, mansard-roofed,
2-family structure, with a symmetrical facade and separate,
bracketed door porches flanking a centrally positioned,
semioctagonal, pavilion-like bay window. The original owner,
Aldrich B. Gardiner, was a co-partner in the jewelry manu
facturing firm of J. W. Richardson and Company. He lived
nearly opposite this house, on the north corner of Elmwood

CROMWELL STREET

Eliza H. Dix House 1855 Standing in a large yard over
looking Mashapaug Pond, this 2-story octagon house pos
sesses bracketed cornices and a stuccoed, octagonal, central
chimney. The house was reshingled and a small Colonial Re
vival porch installed c. 1900.

CRESCENT STREET

Cranston Street United Methodist Church 1883-1884:
Somewhat plain, Queen Anne structure, with a pyramidroof corner tower and steep, end-gable roof exteriors now
faced with asbestos shingles. The congregation was founded
in 1881.
-

CRANSTON STREET
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Henry M. Mason House c. 1874: Narrow, 2½-story, flankgable, Stick Style dwelling, with a projecting, gabled central
pavilion and wide front porch. The wall surfaces are articu
lated with vertical and horizontal banding and a decorative
apron above the 2nd-story windows. Mason was co-owner
of Mason and Coppell, a masonry and contracting firm.
Frank J. Huston House c. 1890: A 2-story, cross-gable,
Queen Anne dwelling with a corner turret and porch wrap
ping around two sides. Huston, an insurance agent, lost the
house in 1891, and it was soon purchased by George T.
Brown, an attorney.
George B. Darling House c. 1869: Decorated bargeboards
and gable ornaments and a broad porch distinguish this
1½-story, L-plan, Stick Style dwelling. Darling, a lapidary,
resided here until his death in 1902.
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DARTMOUTH STREET
Israel B. Mason House c. 1868: Striking, symmetrical,
mansard dwelling with a cupola. The 3-bay facade has a
pedimented central entrance pavilion. The ogee motif is re
peated in the cupola roofline and in the "gingerbread"
bonnet-like hood over the 2nd-floor central window. Mason,
who came to Providence in 1850 from East Killingly, Con
necticut, owned a prosperous provisions business in South
Providence. About 1887, he had this house moved to its
present location from its original site at Broad and Dart
niouth streets; he then erected a new house on the old site,

Queen Anne affair, which since 1917 has been
the Bell Funeral Home see South Providence.

an immense

J. H. Palmer House c. 1880: Ostentatious, mansard-roofed,
2-family house, with bracketed eaves, front and side porches,
and front and side bay windows.
DEXTER STREET

Samuel Howard Hopkins House c. 1857: The home of a
die-sinker, this modest, 1½-story dwelling, ornamented with
bracketed cornices and a small veranda, is one of the earliest
and least altered structures in its area. It is also one of the
first local examples of a flank-gable house type common
from the 1850s to the 1880s. Designed for the narrow and
deep city lot, houses of this type are turned ninety degrees
on the lot, so that one of the gabled ends faces the street.
A porch is extended from the principal entrance, still lo
cated in one of the building’s long sides and now facing the
side yard, to the gabled end nearest the street.
American Standard Watch Case Company Plant c. 19421943: Large, 1-story, brick factory, whose entrance is em
bellished with a few Art Deco touches. The firm, incorpor
ated in 1920 and formerly housed in rented quarters on
Sprague Street, has been since 1948 the American Standard
Division of the Bulova Watch Company.
Convent of the Assumption 1925: Three-story, symmetri
cal, hip-roofed, Italian Renaissance structure of brick. The
convent was built to house the Sisters of the Cross and Pas
sion who taught in the Church of the Assumption parochial
school at 626 Potters Avenue.
ELMWOOD AVENUE
Grace Church Cemetery: Level, triangular, 9-acre burial
ground located in the angie between Broad Street and Elmwood Avenue. The Corporation of Grace Episcopal Church
purchased four acres running southward from the Broad
Street-Elmwood Avenue intersection in October, 1834; in
November, 1843, the remainder of the tract was bought.
By 1842, the initial purchase was laid out symmetrically
into diamond-shaped sections separated by avenues named
after trees. In the center a small diamond-shaped area was
set aside as an open space known as "Cemetery Square."
The south section was laid out in May, 1848, by Cushing &
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Walling, local surveyors, in a simple grid pattern. A receiving
vault, built into a raised mound in the southern section,
probably was erected c. 1850. Its granite front, consisting of
ramped retaining walls flanking a pedimented central sec
tion with paneled pilasters and a richly carved paneled door,
is a handsome piece of Greek Revival architecture. In 1859
or 1860 the gate lodge or superintendent’s cottage at the
Trinity Square end was built. A modest, Gothic Revival
cottage of the type popularized by A. 1. Downing’s The Ar
chitecture of Country Houses see Design IV, which this re
sembles, it is now clad in wood shingles.
Silas M. Field House c. 1857: Elmwood’s largest octagonal
house is a 2-story, stuccoed structure, to which a rear wing
and mansard roof were added in the last twenty years of the
built to ho
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155 has a spire-topped octagonal corner tower; while 163
has a square, diagonally positioned corner bay window rising
a full three stories. They are similar in plan to the nearby
structure at 179-181 Elmwood Avenue, and to 412-414
Angell Street on the East Side. In 1892, tenants of 155 were
Frank A. Chase, cashier of the Rhode Island National Bank;
Lucy A. Burke, widow of the jeweler Daniel B. Burke; and
George T. Hart, a clerk at the Providence Gas Company.
Frank T. Pearce, a gold pen and pencil case manufacturer;
Mrs. Etta Belcher, an artist; and Newell W. Belcher, co
owner of the Belcher and Loomis hardware store on Wey
bosset Street, were the occupants of 163.
Stiliman P. Doane House 1896: High-shouldered, man

3-family Queen Anne structures with high mansard roofs;

Aldrich B. Gardiner Houses c. 1886: Pair of two-story,

sard-roofed,

155,
163

179-

a clerk.

corner tower trimmed with iron crestings. The facades dis
play a mixture of Queen Anne, incised, floral decorations
and swags and other Colonial Revival motifs. Doane, a fish
wholesaler, lived on the first floor. His first tenants were
Daniel S. Parkhurst, an engraver, and Edward C. Parkhurst,

2-family house, with a spire-topped, octagonal

181
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Second Church of Christ, Scientist 1927-1928: One-story,
broad-fronted, flat-roofed, yellow brick church designed in
the Roman Classical style so characteristic of Christian Sci
ence churches, with a tetrastyle Ionic portico and three en
trances. Charles H. Lockwood was the architect.
Jeffrey Davis House c. 1888: Restrained, 2-story, hiproofed, Queen Anne structure with front and side gables,
a semi-octagonal wing on the Princeton Avenue side, and an*
elaborate door porch with turned columns. Davis, in 1889
treasurer of the Lippitt Company, became in time president
of the Quidnick Manufacturing Company; both were major
textile manufacturers. In 1937, the house became the Ray
0. Page Funeral Home.
Duty S. Salisbury House c. 1893: Hip-roof, 2½-story,
Queen Anne structure, with front and side gables and a very
prominent 3-story, octagonal corner tower. The exterior,

54
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jeweler Christopher C. Potter, sold the house in 1861 to
Lewis- T. Downes. A merchant, Downes subsequently held
important positions in several local insurance firms. Soon
after his death in 1910, Mrs. Rosa E. Godfrey converted
the structure into a rooming house named The Godfrey.
Joseph J. Cooke Estate Site: Now entirely built up, the tract
bounded by Elmwood, Congress, and Lexington avenues,
and extending east nearly to Melrose Street, was the home
of the leading spirit behind the development of lower Elmwood. Cooke 1813-1881 was a Providence native who had
been a successful merchant in New York until his conversion
at a Baptist revival meeting. In the spring of 1843 he returned
to Rhode Island and purchased a 110-acre section of the
17th-century farm established by John Sayles. The tract in
cluded much of the western half of Elmwood south of
Locust Grove Cemetery. Cooke intended to support him
self by farming. Within a few years, however, his career as
a farmer ended in failure, and he went into business with
his brothers, operating a store in New York from his Elmwood home. When Cooke began the platting of the farm
in 1854, he reserved as his estate the Elmwood, Congress,
and Lexington Avenue block. On his land, Cooke grew
fruits and vegetables for the Providence market. It is said
to have been through his efforts that the tomato, whose food
value had never before been accepted locally, became popu
lar in Providence. Cooke’s estate was subdivided shortly after

palazzo dwelling with delightfully curvilinear, bracketed,
eaves and porch trim. The original owner, the manufacturing

stories. A turreted corner tower and prominent gables-the
front one displaying a palladian window-virtually conceal
the hip roof.
Saint Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran Church 1938-1939,
addition in 1949: Designed by Frederick Ellis Jackson of
Jackson, Robertson & Adams, the church is a modern Gothic
structure, with a stone facade and brick flanks. The second
home built by a congregation which was founded in 1866
and reorganized in 1895, it stands on the site of a small es
tate established about 1810 by Captain Jonathan Donnison.
Captain Donnison had commanded the ship George Washing
ton, owned by Providence merchant John Brown, on her
earliest voyage to China. Departing from Providence late in
1787, the ship had become the first from Rhode Island, and
one of the first from the new republic, to dock at Canton.
The Donnison house was demolished in 1938.
Potter-Downes House c. 1859: Two-story, square, Italian

perous physician, this rambling, 3-story, Queen Anne-Coloni
al Revival dwelling has a brick first floor and frame upper
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Edwin Turner House c. 1861: One of Elmwood’s first
bracketed dwellings, this crisply detailed, 1½-story, cross-

GREENWICH STREET

of the trolleys with buses-the eastern section was added.
The Rhode Island Public Transit Authority acquired the
property in 1966.
Elmwood Diner 1946: A Worcester diner, this modest,
center-entrance, steel structure has a bowed, trolley-car
roof. The interior contains its original chrome cooking
area; ceramic tile floor and wall surfaces; and wooden booths.
Established by Ralph Narducci, the structure-then called
the Central Diner-was originally located at the corner of
Aborn and Fountain streets downtown. It was moved to its
present location by Narducci about 1953.

shop-now the southeastern corner of the complex-was con
structed, and in 1947-1948-ten years after the replacement

in 1920. Between 1924 and 1976 the structure w:
funeral home.
1901-1902; c. 1918-1921; 1947-1948: This blockand 2-story, brick structure, constructed in three
parts, has served as a storage-and repair facility for trolley
cars and, since-the 1930s, buses. The Elmwood Avenue end
of the complex was erected in 1901-1902 by the Rhode Is
land Suburban Railway Company, the successor to the Union
Railroad Company which pioneered local trolley service in
the 1890s; it replaced the former facility at 333 Bucklin
Street which, inherited from the Union railway, had recently
been damaged by fire. Between 1918 and 1921, a repair

his death
used as a
Car Barn
long, 1-

secretary and treasurer of the Union Railroad Company ai
later the comptroller of the Rhode Island Company befo

French sculptor of the Statue of Liberty, and exhibited at the
Columbian Exposition held in Chicago in 1892 to celebrate
the four hundredth anniversary of Columbus’ discovery of
the New World. Like the original silver statue, the bronze
copy was cast at the nearby- Gorham foundry. Cyril A. Babcock House c. 1887: One of Elmwood’s best
Queen Anne dwellings, this exuberant 2-story dwelling has
a cross-gable roof and square corner tower. Babcock was th

mercial building in Elmwood.
Columbus Square: This small triangular plot, originally
known as Elmwood Park, was deeded to the town of Crans
ton in 1864 by J. J. Cooke. In the late 19th century, it be
came one of Elmwood’s focal points, when several of the
area’s finest homes were built fronting it. In 1893, the park
was renamed Columbus Park when the Columbus Monu
ment, donated by the Elmwood Club and the local citizen
ry, was dedicated. The bronze figure of Columbus is a repli
ca of a silver statue designed by Auguste Bartholdi, the famed

*

Geddes, this structure is the finest post-World War II corn-

Providence Institution for Savings Branch Office 1949:
Square, 1-story structure-now used by the Old Stone Bankwhose smooth-finished, limestone-block walls and large,
plate-glass windows reflect the influence of the International
Style. Designed by the Providence firm of Harkness and

his death.

established in 1872.
Edmund D. Chesebro House c. 1900: The home of a pros

520

the First Presbyterian Church, a South Providence group

the creation of the prominent local architect, Clifton A.
Hall. It served the Congregational church until 1912 and
the Christian church until 1914, when the present building
was begun on the site. In 1954, with the decline of the
Yankee population which made up the membership, the
church closed. The building has since been the home of
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was Leopold Dimond, principal owner of L. Dimond and
Sons, Inc., a downtown department store.
LINWOOD AVENUE
James Rhodes’ Tenant Farmer’s House c. 1815: A 2½-

story, Federal-style, 4-bay, 1-room-deep, flank-gable dwell
ing. It retains its original cornices and pilaster-framed front
entrance, with a console-supported, flat lintel. This is one
of only two pre-suburban buildings in the neighborhood.
Rhodes, a Providence merchant, built the house as a tenant
farmhouse on the land through which Linwood Avenue
now passes. The property, sold by Rhodes’ heirs in 1826,
remained a farm until 1860, when Robert Stevens platted
Linwood Avenue through it. In 1861, the house, which
stood in the path of the new street, was moved to its pres
ent location.
Octave Bouchard House 1894: One of West Elmwood’s

finest Queen Anne single-family houses, this 2½-story,
cross-gable dwelling has a wrap-around, turned-post, bracket
ed porch and heavy, sculptural, round-bottom gable orna
ments. Bouchard, one of West Elmwood’s first French
Canadians, was a carpenter.
Andrew S. Southwick House c. 1883, One of West Elmwood’s most imposing single-family homes, this 2-story,
hip roof, L-plan structure has bracketed trim and a Vene
tian window in the second story. With Joseph Harris, Southwick owned Harris and Southwick, a jewelry manufacturing
company located at 47 Sprague Street.
MADISON STREET

John Barbour House 1850s: One of the most delightful
of a large class of smaller single-family houses in Elmwood
which combine vernacular Greek Revival trim with the re
cently introduced hooded entrances and bay windows, this
1½-story, cross-gable dwelling has dentiled cornices and
cornice returns. In 1869, John F. Barbour, an ice-cart driver,
Rachel Barbour, the widow of the original owner, and
Robert F. Barbour, a house painter, resided here.
MASHAPAUG POND
Mashapaug Pond: Crescent-shaped, three-quarter-mile-long

body of water. The north and east shores remain largely
wooded and undeveloped, but the west side has been much
injured by development of the Huntington Expressway In
dustrial Complex. Filling operations connected with that

project have narrowed the pond’s width and given the west
shore an all-too-regular outline. Mashapaug Pond has con
siderable archeological potential, a fact which should be
taken into consideration during planning for any projects
which may affect it. A large Narragansett Indian village is
said to have existed on its banks at the time of Providence’s
settlement. The village’s precise location is not known, but
Indian artifacts discovered during construction of the rail-
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road on the pond’s north shore point to what may exist
along other parts of the shoreline. Two other early industri
al Sites also possess archeological potential. A cotton mill
complex, containing a six-hundred-spindle mill and other
subsidiary buildings, was established at the pond’s outlet
about 1814 by William Potter. Sold to the Bellefonte Manu
facturing Company in 1819, the complex vanished before
1850. At the northeast corner of the pond, north of the
Gorham complex, the large Earl Carpenter and Sons ice
house-the first locally in which steam-powered machinery
was used-stood from 1849 into the twentieth century.
The last of five ponds,which once existed in the Elmwood
area, Mashapaug still possesses great potential aesthetic and
recreational value.
MAWNEY STREET

been enlarged by the addition of Queen Anne, stained-glass

Charles B. Goff House c. 1871: Square 2½-story, mansard
house. The window to the right of the front entrance has
side-light units on either side. Goff, with next-door-neighbor
William A. Mowry, founded in 1864 the English and Classi
cal School, an institution combining business or college
preparatory courses with daily military drill. The school
merged with the University Grammar School in 1898 to form
the University School, absorbed by Moses Brown in 1904.
Daniel Burrows House c. 1880: Narrow and deep, 2½-story,
cross-gable and hip-roof structure, with iron roof crestings,

Simple Stick Style gable ornaments, and a turned-post en
trance porch capped by a semioctagonal, 2nd-story, bay win
dow. Burrows was Rhode Island’s first public accountant.

a Venetian-inspired,

twisted-column central porch,

William A. Mowry House c. 1870, Square, 2½-story, man
sard house featuring an impressive central pavilion facade
with
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John R. Cory House c. 1876, Very large and opulent, 2½story, asymmetrical, Second Empire residence, with hand
some porches; a high mansard roof; and rich, French-inspired
detailing. Cory, along with a brother, Zephaniah, operated

Sorrento s
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tripartite round-head windows in the second floor, and a cen
tral ogre gable. Mowry, a co-founder of the English and Clas
sical School, moved to Elmwood in 1860 and first resided in
the octagonal house at 669 Public Street. In 1864, he bought
the lot next-door-east, using it for a vegetable garden. On the
site of 34 Mawney, Mowry originally had a strawberry patch.

Coiy Brothers Music Store on Westminster Street. George
W. Ladd, founder of the Ladd Watch Case Company, pur
chased the house in 1882, and resided there until 1889. Wil
liam H. Rodman 1840-1904, a dry-goods merchant, was
the next occupant. In 1942, the house was cut up into
apartments.
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Joseph C. Johnson House c. 1878: Johnson, secretary and
treasurer of the Union Bank, erected this 2½-story, square,
mansard-roofed structure with its unusual octagonal, gazebolike porch at the right-hand corner.
William V. Daboll House c. 1880: Plain, 2½-story, L-plan
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McDonald,
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tailor.

House c. 1876-1882: T-shape, 1½-story, cross-gable struc
ture with Stick Style gable ornaments and an extensive 3sided, timber-bracketed porch. Built as rental property by
Horatio L. Bassett, this dwelling is virtually identical to Bas
sett’s own house next door at 76-78 Melrose Street. A mod
ern brick chimney cuts through the gable trim on one side.
George Wilkinson House c. 1890: Lavish, rambling, 2½story, cross-gable and hip-roof, "Olde English" building, with
walls faced in brick, shingle, stucco, and half-timbering.
Wilkinson 1819-1894, born in Birmingham, England, came
to the United States in the early 1850s. In 1857, he became
general superintendent of the Gorham Manufacturing Com
pany. He had a direct hand in the planning of the new Gor
ham Elmwood plant, built in 1889-1890, and moved to this
new house at the same time. Both in historic and architec
tural terms, this is one of the key buildings in Elmwood.
George R. Hussey House c. 1911: This 2½-story, shingled,
flank-gambrel dwelling, with its broad, paired-Ionic-colon
nette front veranda, was one of the last large, single-family
homes erected in Elmwood. Hussey was the president of

side gables and a Colonial Revival, turreted, octagonal,
corner porch. Farnham, a tool-maker and die-sinker, lived
here until 1941.

Frank E. Farnham House c. 1898: This Queen Anne, 2½story, hip-roof dwelling has elaborately trimmed front and

ONTARIO STREET

Mrs. Thomas A. Whitman Duplex c. 1882: T-plan, 2½story, mansard-roofed building, with a large central block
flanked by well designed Stick Style porches and 2-story
wings. Mrs. Whitman was one of the original occupants.
Henry Valleau House c. 1875: One of Elmwood’s two
finest Stick Style dwellings, this somewhat remodeled 2½story, L-plan structure possesses elaborate gable ornaments;
vertical and horizontal applied wall timbering; and crisp,
iron, porch crestings. Built as the second Elmwood residence
of Henry Valleau 1829-1903, a partner with Shirley A.
Elsbree in Elsbree and Valleau, a men’s furnishings store on
Westminster Street, it now serves as the Moore Apartments.

ham

hip-roof, Queen Anne dwelling, with patterned shingling
above the first floor and a 2nd-story, turreted, bay window
at one corner. The fanciful, gabled, turned-post porch has
a valance-like spindle-work band under the cornice. Howland, a "commission traveler," lived here until 1904.
Henry C. Field House c. 1896: Imposing and refined,
cross-gable, Queen Anne-Colonial Revival, 2-family house,
with Tuscan-column porches and a checkerboard-pattern
gable ornament. The Fields resided here, along with Wil

George W. Howland House c. 1889: Picturesque, 2-story,

MOORE STREET

century, stood nearly on the site of the fire station.

homestead, which was demolished about the turn-of-the-
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dwelling, with bracketed porch and eaves. Davol was in 1872
affiliated with Ebben Simmons and Company, owners of the
City Planing Mill. In 1878, he took charge of the Perkins
Manufacturing Company whose establishment he had previ

in 1948.
Joseph Davol House c. 1872: L-plan, 2%-story, mansard

through aid provided by the Mayor’s Office of Community
Development.
Marsh-Dyer House c. 1872: Built for Henry C. Marsh, this
ample, squarish, 2-story structure, with its low mansard roof
and octagonal side turret, came into the possession of John
F. Dyer, a real-estate broker, in one year. The house has a
symmetrical, 3-bay facade, and small, central, bracketed en
trance porch, with an ornamental hood over the windows
above it.
Louis H. Comstock House c. 1869: The first of the large
houses on Parkis Avenue, this 2½-story, mansard structure
has quoined corners, bracketed cornices and front and side
porches, and a prominent Venetian-window dormer. Com
stock, a partner in Comstock and Company, dealers in
meat and provisions, moved to East Greenwich about 1915.
Fred S. Comstock, a son who eventually became president
of the firm, continued to live in the house until his death

urns and swags. Champhin ran a jewelry manufacturing firm
under the name of Stanton B. Champlin and Son. Severely
damaged by fire in 1976, this house has been rehabilitated

One of Elmwood’s most significant Late Victorian residential
streets, Parkis Avenue was platted in 1853 by Arnold Saun
ders and sold in its entirety in 1857 to John S. Parkis, who,
like Saunders, was a butcher; Parkis began development in
the late 1860s. The Parkis Avenue streetscape, containing
large Second Empire and Queen Anne homes, was largely
completed by 1890. The following is a selection of the most
outstanding houses on Parkis Avenue.
Richardson-Waite House c. 1878: The largest and most
pretentious of Parkis Avenue’s mansards, this square, 2½story, Second Empire structure has a narrow, slightly pro
jecting central block whose roof, broken by a Venetianwindow dormer, pushes up slightly above the main roof.
The most prominent element of the facade is the bracketed
porch with its twisted colonnettes. The original owner,
Josiah W. Richardson, a partner in the costume jewelry firm
of Josiah W. Richardson and Company, died in 1881. From
1882 until his death in 1929, the manufacturing jeweler
William H. Waite lived here. The structure was converted into
apartments in 1943.
Stanton B. hamphin House c. 1888: One of Elmwood’s
earliest and most important Queen Anne-Colonial Revival
homes, this 2½-story, cross-gable dwelling has elaborate
Colonial Revival porches and doorways richly trimmed with
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the Baird-North Company, jewelry manufacturers. Ruth Hus
sey who starred in the movies Stars and Stripes Forever
and Cheaper by the Dozen, spent her childhood here.
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about 1880, when the introduction to the market of less
costly stamped-metal butts rendered cast-iron ones ob
solete. The company continues to manufacture braiding
machinery under the New England Butt Company name;
it was purchased by the Wanskuck Company, another local
firm, in 1955. Much of the factory complex predates 1875.
The front building, at 304 Pearl Street, was erected in 1865
from the designs of Providence builder-architect Spencer P.
Read. Originally the machining and assembling building, it
is now used for offices. It is a handsome, 3-story, brick
structure, with a trap-door monitor roof, corbeled brick
cornices, and brick window caps and arched door surrounds.
Exterior changes have been minimal. A long wing, originally
two stories in height, but since raised to three, extends along
Perkins Street. Although its brick window caps correspond
with those in the Pearl Street building, part of the structure
may predate 1865. Perhaps the oldest structure in the com
plex is the much altered, 2-story, monitor-roof, frame build
ing in the center of the block on Perkins Street. It was prob
ably in existence in 1865, and may have been constructed
between 1849 and 1857. The factory complex also con
tained a foundry, which was closed in 1948. A large, flatroof, glass-brick structure, replacing the foundry and oc
cupying the rest of the block, was erected in 1951.
PLENTY STREET

Dyer-Bourn House late 18th or early 19th century; re
modeled c. 1854 and 1863: Square, 2½-story, mansardroofed dwelling, with an Early Victorian veranda. Built as a
summer house by Benjamin Dyer after his 1797 purchase of
a large tract nearby, the structure served as the residence
of Providence merchant and cotton manufacturer William
Valentine from 1832 to 1837. The next owner, David Sisson,
sold the estate to the manufacturing jeweler Christopher C.
Potter in 1854. Potter probably added the front veranda
before losing the house through a foreclosure action. The
next resident, Augustus 0. Bourn, was a rubber goods man
ufacturer who took over his father’s business in 1859, the
same year he moved in. Bourn founded the National Rubber
Company in Bristol in 1864 and in 1874 moved there; he
later served as Governor of the state. The house, to which a
mansard roof and new exterior and interior trim, designed by
Providence architect Clifton A. Hall, were added after an
1863 fire, originally stood in the center of a large estate lo
cated on Elmwood Avenue between Peace and Plenty streets;
it was moved to its present site c. 1908-1918.
POTTERS AVENUE
Locust Grove Cemetery 1847, One of Elmwood’s largest
public spaces, this level, trapezoidal, 10-acre burial ground is
laid out in parallel, north-south tiers of lots. The principal
roadway, running’from west to east, divides near the center
of the cemetery to form a small oval. Locust Grove was es
tablished in 1847 by Amos D. Smith, James Y. Smith, WiI
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ham V. Daboll, and other Elmwood developers. The grounds
were platted by Cushing & Walling. The Locust Grove Ceme
tery Corporation, the original owner, went bankrupt in 1975;
since then ownership has been vested in the city. Locust
Grove contains some elaborate examples of Victorian funer
ary art, including several late nineteenth-century, zinc monu
ments. Several, handsome, early nineteenth-century, slate
headstones which are also present may have been moved
here from the William T. Grinnell burying ground which ex
isted from 1815 until about 1870 on the south side of West
Friendship Street east of Elmwood Avenue. The victim of
years of neglect and vandalism, Locust Grove is now being
rejuvenated by the city and remains a significant cultural re
source.
Elmwood Garage 1907: Notable as one of the first public
garages in Providence, this broad-fronted, reinforced-con
crete structure has a brick exterior and consists of a large, 1story garage fronted by a smaller, 2-story block containing
the offices. Advertised at the time of its opening as Rhode
Island’s first fireproof garage, it was designed by the Boston
firm of Adolph Suck Adolph Suck, engineer, and Henry
Suck, Jr., architect, one of the pioneers of reinforcedconcrete design in New England. Constructed for the Crane
Automobile and Garage Company-a partnership formed by
William J. Braitsch and Harold C. Crane-the building was
designed for automobile storage, rental, and repair and
also contained the exclusive Rhode Island dealership for
the Atlas Motor Car. The structure is now used by Specialty
Pipe and Fitting, Inc.
Charles F. Phillips House c. 1857: Elmwood’s finest remain
ing Italianate residence, this square, 2-story, palazzo-type
structure has a low hip roof, quoined corners, console-dec
orated caves, an arcade-like front porch, and molded window
caps. Phillips, a jeweler, resided here only until 1859 when
he sold the property to Henry Flagg, a merchant., Between
1873 and 1898, Samuel L. Blaisdell, one-time partner in
Frederick L. Brown and Company, wholesale grocers, lived
here. A son, Bertram S. Blaisdell, a lawyer and clerk of the
Rhode Island Supreme Court, lived here until his death in
1949.
Church of the Epiphany 1879-1881: Designed by Stephen
C. Earle, this unpretentious, parish-church-type, modern
Gothic edifice now clad in aluminum siding was built for
an Episcopal church founded in 1875 as an outgrowth of a
mission dating back to 1868. An organ alcove was erected
on the east side in 1885, parish rooms were added on the
west in 1886, and the church was extended toward the street
in 1889-1890. The interior was entirely refurnished in 19391940, but the original scissors-truss-with-king-post roof con
struction and dark-stained, narrow-board ceiling remain. In
1912-1913, a stone parish house, designed by J. Howard
Adams of Providence, was constructed behind the church
proper.
Thomas Hope House c. 1860: The best of Elmwood’s endgable, Greek Revival houses, this 1½-story cottage, with its
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Opportunities and Possibilities of Providence.

Webster Knight House c. 1897, One of the earliest and
finest Colonial Revival residences in Providence, this im
posing 2½-story, flank-gambrel structure, with its symmetri
cal front and central-hall-plan arrangement, is reminiscent
of some of the larger mid-18th-century homes of New
England. Probably designed by the local firm of Angeil &
Swift, it possesses a front entrance with fanlight and side
lights, a semicircular, Corinthian-column front porch, and
an Ionic-column side porch with an ornate, Chippendaleinspired upper railing. Webster Knight 1854-1933, son of
Robert Knight, one of the founders of the B. B. & R. Knight
cotton manufacturing empire, assumed major management
responsibilities in the B. B. & R. Knight firm in 1898 and
became senior partner in 1912.
George Sharpe Smith House c. 1897: Typical of the later
Queen Anne houses of the 1890s and 1900s in its union
of Colonial Revival detailing with a rambling, asymmetrical
house form, this -2½-story, hip-roof structure contrasts
sharply with the severely rectangular, symmetrical-fronted
Knight mansion-its - contemporary-across the street. Its
facade, with its broad, semicircular projection to the left
of the entrance, is fronted by an Ionic-column veranda.
The house was built for the owner of the George S. Smith
Engraving Company.

Commercial

Henry E. Nickerson House c. 1903: Two-story, clapboarded, Colonial Revival dwelling, whose square shape and
hi roof, crowned with a balustrade, are suggestive of the
most pretentious 18th-century New England houses. It was
built for the one-time secretary and vice president of the
Congdon & Carpenter Company, dealers in iron and steel
supplies for contractors and carriage makers.
Smith-Malmstead House c. 1905: This square, 2½-story,
hip-roof structure has a heavy, colonnaded front porch
and a clean-cut exterior clad in brick up to the 2nd-story
window sills and stuccoed above. With its simple massing
and astylar decoration, the dwelling is significant as an early
example of the early 20th-century reaction against Victorian
complexity and picturesqueness. The original owner, George
H. Smith, was a partner with Elmer A. Beaman in the Bea
man and Smith machine shop. Gustaf T. Malmstead, owner
of the Providence Public Market, the city’s first supermarket,
purchased the house in 1915.
Carriage House and Stable for Webster Knight Estate
c. 1897: Probably designed by Angehl & Swift, this large,
1½-story, cross-gambrel structure has Colonial Revival de
tails matching those of the Knight mansion next door see
number 118.
Robert Grieve House 1899: Unpretentious, 2½-story,
end-gable, Colonial Revival house, whose front porch has
been inappropriately altered. Grieve 1855-1924, a printer
and reporter who came to the United States from Scotland
in 1866, obtained a measure of fame as the historian of the
textile industry in Rhode Island. He wrote a number of
books and pamphlets, including The Cotton Centennial,
1790-1890; An Illustrated History of Pawtucket; and The
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Elmwood Grammar School south wing, 1882-1883 north
wing, 1913: Designed by William R. Walker and Son and

VINEYARD STREET

Edward Hooker House c. - 1860: A broad, 2-story, Early
Victorian structure with a low hip roof, full-width front
veranda, and plain, vernacular trim. Edward Hooker 18221903, a native of Farmington, Connecticut, early in life
went to sea and at the age of twenty-three commanded a
ship. Entering the U. S. Navy in 1861 as a volunteer acting
master, he was three times wounded and twice promoted
for gallantry. He retired from the Navy in 1884. Hooker
worked for twenty-five years on the Hooker family geneaolo
gy which, completed by Margaret Huntington Hooker, was
published in 1908. Number 112 Superior was owned by Ed
ward’s oldest brother, John Hooker a Hartford lawyer, Until 1875.

SUPERIOR STREET

Harry Goldenberg House c. 1939: Cross-gable, brick and
stucco and half-timber structure, with Stone trimmings.
Built for the president and treasurer of the Paramount
Cornice Company, it is the best of the three "Stockbrokers’
Tudor" houses in Elmwood.

SUMTER STREET

George W. Miller House c. 1870 Square, 2½-story, Second
Empire dwelling, whose symmetrical facade displays prom
inent bay-window units and a centrally positioned, triple
window, Itaiianate dormer. Miller was a safe manufacturer.

SACKETT STREET

Jewish Cemetery Rhode Island Historical Cemetery, City of
Providence, No. 6 Now hemmed-in by a Route 10 exit
ramp, this 1-acre burial ground is enclosed by an iron rail
ing. The property was purchased for cemetery purposes in
1849 by Solomon Pareira, Leonard Gavitts, and Morris Stein
berg and was conveyed to the Congregation of the Sons of
Israel in 1857. The cemetery continued in use into the 20th
century when it was filled.

RESERVOIR AVENUE

gable, vernacular dwelling is the oldest suburban house in
all of Elmwood. The shingle siding and flat-roof door porch
are early 20th-century additions.
Miles B. Lawson House c. 1856 One of three octagonal
houses in Elmwood, this modest, 2-story, low-roofed, brack
eted structure, with its center chimney and hooded door
way, originally belonged to a house painter. Its walls are now
clad in asbestos shingling.

John Bezehy House c. 1847 This 1½-story, 5-bay, flank-
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has a nave and side aisles. Thin, iron, cluster columns sup
port a low clerestory and an open timberwork roof con
tenor has a nave and side aisles. Thin, iron, cluster columns
support a low clerestory and an open timberwork roof con
struction whose crisscrossing members are suggestive of 4part groin vaulting. A Tudor-style parish house, designed by
Gorham Henshaw, was added in 1909. All Saints, the second
home of a parish organized in 1847, was erected as a mem
orial to the Right Reverend John Prentiss Kewley Henshaw,
Bishop of the Diocese of Rhode Island, who died in 1852.
James L. Hanley Educational Center 1923; 1966-1970:
Containing the Classical and Central high schools, the center
is the first educational park in Rhode Island. It is a com
plex of modern, flat-roofed, 2- and 3-story, brick and con
crete structures surrounding the Tudor-style Central High
School, a 3-story, brick building with a symmetrical front.
The Central High School was erected in 1923. The archi
tects, Hoppin and Field, followed preliminary plans drawn
under the direction of William E. Hartwell, Commissioner
of Public Buildings, of the city Public Buildings Depart
ment. The educational center, constructed between 1966
and 1970, was designed by the Providence firm of Harkness and Geddes, in association with The Architects Col
laborative of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and replaced an
older group of educational buildings considered outmoded
in the 1950s.

WHITMARSH STREET
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Like Princeton Avenue, its near neighbor to the south, Whit* marsh Street was platted in two sections, the eastern block
in 1857 and the western in 1866. Number 27, the first
house, was erected c. 1857 for Edwin B. Whiiznarsh, for
whom the street was subsequently named; it remained the
only dwelling as late as 1875. Like Princeton Avenue, Whitmarsh Street contains fine Queen Anne and Colonial Re
vival residences, built for the most part between 1885 and
Myron H. Fuller House c. 1883: A round, 1-story, turreted,
turned-post porch which projects from one corner of the
house is the highlight of this 2½-story, cross-gable Queen
Anne dwelling. Fuller was a partner in the button firm of
Royce Allen and Company, and in F. A. Chase and Com
pany, manufacturers of ring travelers, belt hooks, wire
goods, and wood rim pulleys.
James B. Law House c. 1888: Late Victorian structure
whose form owes something to the modern Gothic homes
of the previous twenty years, this 2½-story, L-plan, crossgable dwelling has bracketed, Queen Anne-style, turned-post
porches, and shingled gables and window hoods. Law was
treasurer of the James Hill Manufacturing Company, a gal
vanizing and tinning firm located on Sprague, Fuller, and
Westfield streets.
Charles E. Hancock House c. 1886: Deep, 2½-story, crossgable, Queen Anne dwelling, with a door porch and 2-story
bay window unit in front and pargeted, floral-pattern gable
*

ornaments. Hancock, a partner with George and H. Becker
in Hancock, Becker and Company, jewelry manutacturers,
moved to 239 Adelaide Avenue by 1893.
Anthony J. Rausch House c. 1890: This 2½-story, hiproof, Queen Anne-Colonial Revival dwelling has a side en
trance fronted by a turned-post porch. The stair hall is il
luminated by an immense, virtually all glass, 2-story-high,
octagonal, bay window at the front corner. Rausch was a
confectioner and catereron Westminster Street.
Frank H. Swift House c. 1901: Large and handsome endgambrel, Colonial Revival dwelling, whose front porch is
elaborately trimmed with paired Ionic colonnettes. This was
the residence of one of the members of the architectural
firm of Angell & Swift.
Alfred M. Williams House c. 1889: Gable-fronted, 2½-story,
hip-roof, Queen Anne-Colonial Revival structure, with a
Colonial Revival, Ionic-column, corner porch. Williams was
Editor of the Providence Journal.
Arthur L. Peck Double House c. 1896 Remarkable, asym
metrical, 2½-story, flank-gable, structure, with an orange
brick first floor and shingled upper stories, and a large,
asymmetrical, central gable. The building has a well con
ceived facade in which a gable-roof entrance porch with a
hip-roofed bay window unit above it in one residence unit
is matched by a hip-roofed porch and gable-roofed bay win
dow unit in the other. Peck, a partner in Benjamin W. Peck
and Son, a firm of painters, resided here.
Walter Gardiner House c. 1888: Flank-gable, 2½-story,
Queen Anne-Colonial Revival dwelling with a semioctagonal,
turreted corner porch at one end and a small, octagonal,
turreted, corner tower at the other. Gardiner was a partner
in Dutee Wilcox and Company, manufacturing jewelers.
Herbert D. Nickerson House c. 1890: Broad-fronted, 2½story, flank-gable, Queen Anne-Colonial Revival house
with a prominent front gable and a palladian, upper-stairhall window. The structure’s outstanding feature is its wrap
around, paired-Ionic-column, 1st-floor porch. Nickerson and
Arthur Knowles operated the Nickerson and Company 5cent store on Westminster Street downtown.
The Whitmarsh 1913: This Tudor-style, 3-story, brick and
stucco apartment house, grouped about a broad and shallow
court, is notable as the first large apartment house in Elmwood and one of the earliest in Providence. The architect,
Frank W. Wood, designed other apartment houses in Provi
dence, including the 8-story Minden on Waterman Street,
erected the preceding year. The Whitmarsh’s original owner,
Manuel F. Williams, was a manufacturing jeweler.

WILLOW STREET
House 1840s: One of the few true Greek Revival houses
in the survey area, this flank-gable dwelling has pilastered
corners, a full entablature, pedimented gables, and a re
cessed front entrance. The house was moved to this site
between 1882 and 1895.
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